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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is the first academic work to philosophically explore the connections between 

Pragmatic theories of truth and the phenomena of fake news and conspiracy in the post-truth era. 

It argues that Harry Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory, which has recently seen a resurgence in 

scholarly literature about fake news, does not offer a cohesive philosophical framework for 

analyzing how political conspiracies emerge and why they pervade public political discourse in 

the United States. This study takes as its main example the conspiracy theory known as 

Pizzagate. This theory, which emerged on the anonymous online message board 4Chan, asserts 

that Hillary Clinton and John Podesta were involved in a child-sex-trafficking ring run out of a 

D.C. pizzeria named Comet Ping Pong. This project works to prove that the Pragmatic 

philosophy of William James offers a better analytical system for explaining this conspiracy in 

three ways: first through revealing that James’s Pragmatic Method informs the creation process 

of Pizzagate that occurred on 4Chan, then by exploring how James’s epistemology is 

anticipatory of psychological theories about collective memory creation and social contagion, 

and finally by highlighting Richard Hofstadter’s paranoid style as a modulation of Pragmatic 

thought.  

            Working at the intersection of paranoia, anonymity, collectivity, politics, and psychology, 

Jones closely analyzes the 4Chan boards on which the Pizzagate theory was created in order to 

reveal the shortcomings, and potential consequences, of analyzing modern political conspiracies 

through Bullshit Theory. “Bullshit” is used repeatedly in scholarly literature to describe 
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conspiracy and fake news, but many of the qualities of Frankfurt’s “truth-indifferent” bullshitter 

are inconsistent with descriptions of “post-truth:” a climate in which no objective truth exists for 

one to be indifferent to. Jones explores how social scaffolding and political paranoia both 

influence and are informed by the Pragmatic process of expedient truth-verification that occurred 

in the case of Pizzagate. Furthermore, this thesis questions the broader implications of using 

Bullshit Theory to describe similar political conspiracies and fake news stories, as it may make 

these theories more likely to lead to violent physical action and perpetuate partisan attitudes of 

“post-truth.”  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

“Trump is a bullshitter, but the forces that have buoyed him go well beyond Bullshit.”1 
 

Since the early days of the 2016 Presidential election cycle the United States has spiraled 

further and further into an era colloquially called “post-truth.” The idea of a world with no 

concrete facts makes no sense, but it’s precisely what we currently experience in our nation. 

Americans are not ignorant of, nor indifferent to, nor unconcerned with the truth, but rather are 

overly engaged with the subjective “truths” that they so desire to be true. Many liberals want 

Russia to have colluded with Trump in rigging the 2016 election, about half of Americans want 

to believe that the 9/11 attacks were orchestrated by the government, countless promoters of big 

business want climate change to be scientifically inaccurate, and many alt-right conservatives 

who utilize 4Chan want Hillary Clinton to have been involved in an extensive child-sex 

trafficking ring run out of a restaurant named Comet Ping Pong in North West Washington, 

D.C.2  

“Pizzagate,” the name commonly used to refer to the conspiracy theory noted above, is a 

complex, confusing, and complicated modern conspiracy theory that was created just days before 

the 2016 election. Pizzagate is often referred to as a “fake news” story, which it did eventually 

become, but this theory was created on a traditionally alt-right anonymous message board 

website called 4Chan, not on some international website promoting stories on Facebook that we 

typically associate with fake news. The term “Fake News” has become extremely common in 

                                                
1 Justin E.H. Smith, “Truth After Trump: Lies, Memes, and the Alt-Right,” Chronicle Review, October 30, 

2016, https://www.chronicle.com/article/Truth-After-Trump/238174.  
 

2 Tia Ghose, “Half of Americans Believe in 9/11 Conspiracy Theories,” Live Science, October 13, 2016, 
https://www.livescience.com/56479-americans-believe-conspiracy-theories.html.  
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American political discourse in the past three years, but the definition of this term is often 

unclear. The term was originally coined to describe websites posing as reputable news sources, 

like CNN, NBC, and CBS, by copying logos and using similar URLs. These websites promoted 

unverified news stories on social media sites like Facebook in hopes of swaying popular opinion 

leading up to the 2016 presidential election. However, politicians have recently begun using the 

term “fake news” to describe any news story about which they disagree. Yet this is not the way 

in which the term “fake news” was originally intended to be used. This distinction between the 

denotative form of “fake news” and the connotative form of “fake news” is one that is quite 

important in this project. In scholarly literature, Pizzagate is often defined as a “fake news” story, 

but this theory was not created on a website posing as a verified news source.  

Pizzagate is better defined as a modern political conspiracy theory, and it argues that 

Hillary Clinton and her Chief of Staff, John Podesta, were involved in operating a child-sex 

trafficking ring out of the basement of Comet Ping Pong, a pizzeria in Washington, D.C. The 

creators of this theory, who were anonymous users on 4Chan, collected evidence from leaked 

DNC emails on WikiLeaks, tweets, and other campaign materials to prove the existence of this 

sex-trafficking ring. Pizzagate may not have been the most pervasive conspiracy created during 

the 2016 election, but its aftermath resulted in a failed shooting, a jail sentence, attempted arson, 

another jail sentence, death threats, and months of agony for the owners, employees, neighbors, 

and patrons of Comet Ping Pong. Furthermore, the anonymous users on 4Chan achieved their 

ultimate, albeit indirect, goal in creating the Pizzagate Theory: On November 6, 2016 Donald J. 

Trump was elected as the 45th President of the United States.   

I did not select this thesis topic because of my political affiliations, desires, wants, or 

wishes, as in doing that I would be engaging in precisely the sort of detrimental “post-truth” 
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explained above. Rather, conspiracy theories, and the implicit but very real political power they 

hold, are overlooked, understudied and extremely interesting. Richard Hofstadter, the first 

scholar to propose conspiracies as serious topics of academic research in 1964, argues that these 

theories are such important topics of both academic and personal study because some real 

conspiracies do exist.3 Thus, in following Hofstadter’s call to action, this project aims to 

approach the creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan through an unbiased, but heavily philosophical, 

lens. The philosophical framework through which the creation of Pizzagate will be analyzed 

comes from the school of American Pragmatism, and more specifically from William James’s 

Pragmatic Method as described in his 1901 lectures collectively titled Pragmatism.     

The term “pragmatic” is not one any supposedly “sane” individual would ever use to 

describe the creation of a major political conspiracy theory, but the distinction between 

“pragmatic” with a lowercase p and “Pragmatic” with a capital P is vital in this project. Capital P 

Pragmatic refers to the philosophical school of American Pragmatism, which is the only 

“characteristically American” philosophical tradition.4 William James is often considered the 

“father” of American Pragmatism, and his theories have remained the most influential in relation 

to his contemporaries since the publishing of his most acclaimed work, Pragmatism, in 1909. 

James focused on practice rather than theory, utility rather than universals, and viewed “truth” as 

a quality that an idea gains through verification rather than an inherent property. While William 

                                                
3 Harry G. Frankfurt, On Bullshit (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005), 81.  

 
4 Deborah Whitehead, William James, Pragmatism, and American Culture (Bloomington, IL: Indiana 

University Press, 2015), 2; The capitalized form of the term “Pragmatic” will be used throughout this thesis to refer 
to theories and ideas informed by William James’s philosophy. Use of “pragmatic” with a lowercase p will be used 
to refer to ideas that are “pragmatic” more generally.  
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James is a prominent figure in many American philosophical circles, much of his work has been 

disregarded due to his overall attempt to anti-philosophize about philosophy.   

While Pragmatism is often overlooked within the discipline of philosophy, the theories of 

philosopher Harry G. Frankfurt have recently become extremely popular in both academic and 

non-academic conversations about conspiracy theories and fake news. The adjective “bullshit” is 

one that is often associated with political conspiracy theories, and the philosophical “Bullshit 

Theory” created by Frankfurt in 2005 has recently been used to analyze many conspiracy 

theories and the emergence of fake news. Since the publication of his book, On Bullshit, this 

theory has readily grabbed the attention of scholars, journalists, and individuals interested in the 

current onslaught of “alternative facts” and the popularized term “post-truth.” The term “post-

truth” is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as “relating to or denotating circumstances in which 

objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal 

belief.”5 This term is often utilized by groups of people who are concerned about the very nature 

of truth and feel that it is “under attack.”6 Many scholars who discuss the emergence of post-

truth and the phenomenon of fake news that accompanies it utilize Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory, 

or rather just the term “bullshit,” to analyze how and why people promote unverified theories and 

news stories. However, colloquial bullshit, similarly to colloquial pragmatism, is quite different 

from its philosophical understanding. The review of related literature completed for this project 

revealed that there is a gap in scholarly analysis about the potential connections between 

Pragmatic theories of truth and modern political conspiracy theories like Pizzagate.   

Literature Review 

                                                
5 Lee McIntyre, Post-Truth (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2018), iBooks e-book.  

 
6 McIntyre, Post-Truth.   
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Pragmatism is the only school of philosophy to have originated in the United States, and 

as such it has received much attention from American scholars across disciplines including 

gender studies, racial studies, cultural studies, and education, among others.7 Pragmatism, as a 

philosophical tradition, saw a great scholastic resurgence in the late 20th and early 21st century, 

and thus there is a plethora of recent literature on this topic. However, there are four sources that 

dominate current conversations about Pragmatism’s lasting influence on American culture. Giles 

Gunn’s Thinking Across the American Grain was one of the most contributory pieces to the 

resurgence of pragmatism when published in 1992. Gunn frames pragmatic thought as the most 

resilient and constructive response to the post-modern world, and argues that Pragmatism, as an 

ideology, acts as a framework for scholarly work in a world where “absolutes” can no longer be 

taken as “truths.” William James, Pragmatism, and American Culture, by Deborah Whitehead is 

an extension of Gunn’s work, and focuses on Pragmatism as an undeniably American ideology 

that helps Americans explain America to themselves during critical historical moments.8 100 

Years of Pragmatism: William James’s Revolutionary Philosophy, a collection of essays edited 

by John J. Stuhr, undertakes a similar task and emphasizes how the cultural and philosophical 

impacts of James’s theories can be understood in both contemporary and historical contexts. 

James Kloppenberg is also a dominant voice in this conversation, as his essay “James’s 

Pragmatism and American Culture, 1907-2007,” outlines the consequences of Pragmatism on 

American culture and highlights a contradiction between the concurrent escalation of political 

                                                
7 Whitehead, William James, 5.  
 
8 Whitehead, William James, 6. 
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debate and resurgence of pragmatic thought.9 While many of these scholars analyze the lasting 

influence of Pragmatism on American culture, none focus specifically on fake news, truth 

claims, or political conspiracies similar to Pizzagate. 

 “Fake news” may be a newly coined term, but the concept of distributing false news for 

political gain is far from recent. There are two dominant conversations about fake news in 

contemporary scholarship. The first is a philosophical conversation about how to define “fake 

news,” and the second aims at discovering the most efficient fact-checking methods for fake 

news stories. The majority of sources that fall under the first category utilize Harry Frankfurt’s 

Bullshit Theory to analyze fake news and the phenomena of post-truth. James Ball, a journalist 

for The Guardian and The Washington Post, published Post-Truth: How Bullshit Conquered the 

World in mid-2018 and it has since received much attention in popular media due to its 

journalistic style. Ball’s book investigates how and why bullshit has become so pervasive in our 

post-truth society and offers suggestions for how to reduce it. In 2017, Bruce McComiskey 

published a similar book titled Post-Truth Rhetoric and Composition. Bullshit is not the main 

focus in this work, but rather is suggested as a post-truth rhetorical strategy for analyzing fake 

news. Silvio Waisbord is one of the only scholars to cite pragmatic philosophy in his work, and 

he argues in his article “Truth is What Happens to News,” that the increase in fake news can be 

attributed to the “dynamics of belief” in contemporary society—which he sees as consistent with 

William James’s belief that truth represents the social context in which arguments are 

developed.10 While Waisbord mentions James’s philosophy in his argument, his main claims are 

                                                
9 James T. Kloppenberg, “James’s Pragmatism and American Culture, 1907-2007.” In 100 Years of 

Pragmatism: William James’s Revolutionary Philosophy, ed. John J. Stuhr (Bloomington, IL: Indiana University 
Press, 2010), 33.   
 

10 Silvio Waisbord, “Truth is What Happens to News: On journalism, fake news, and post-truth,” 
Journalism Studies 19, no. 13 (2018): 1872, https://doi.org/10.1080/1461670X.2018.1492881.  
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about journalism and destabilization of media, and he does not utilize James’s philosophy as an 

analytical framework as I intend to in this thesis. G. Thomas Goodnight and John Poulakos also 

mention Pragmatism and discuss the influence of paranoia on political conspiracy theories in 

their article “Conspiracy Rhetoric: From Pragmatism to Fantasy in Public Discourse.” However, 

this article defines promoters of conspiracy as engaged in the rhetorical practice of “fantasy” 

through their promotion of hidden agendas, while pragmatic rhetoric is highlighted as a 

“response to a situation.”11 While this article does incorporate analysis of both Pragmatism and 

conspiracy, it was published in 1981 and thus does not discuss virtually created conspiracy 

theories nor the concept of post-truth.  

 The Pizzagate conspiracy theory has received much attention from mainstream media 

outlets and has often been used by scholars as a case study to explain fake news stories or 

conspiracy theories as “bullshit.” Both significant books mentioned above, by James Ball and 

Bruce McComiskey, briefly discuss Pizzagate as an instance of bullshit creation and use 

Frankfurt’s theory as a definition for “bullshit.” In the article “What is Fake News?” author Nikil 

Mukerji discusses Pizzagate as the “quintessential” bullshit fake news story, also citing Frankfurt 

in his work. In the article “’Fake News’: False Fears or Real Concerns?” the author uses the 

Pizzagate conspiracy, and the resulting shooting, to exemplify how “fake news” created as 

propaganda can lead to violence in the real world. Similarly, images of a Pizzagate protestor are 

used in the article “The New Conspiracists,” to show the actual results of fake news and 

conspiracy. There are two scholarly articles, “Pizzagate and Beyond” and “Post-Truth Protest: 

How 4Chan Cooked Up the Pizzagate Bullshit,” that focus their arguments specifically on the 

                                                
11 G. Thomas Goodnight and John Poulakos, “Conspiracy Rhetoric: From Pragmatism to Fantasy in Public 

Discourse,” The Western Journal of Speech Communication 45 (Fall 1981), 301, doi:10.1080/10570318109374052.  
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Pizzagate theory. The first analyzes the social context of the shooting and how it revealed greater 

alt-right fears about big government, nativism, and xenophobia.12 The second proposes that the 

creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan is an instance of “bullshit accumulation,” and it is the only 

scholarly work to attribute the actual creation of Pizzagate to 4Chan. The majority of scholarly 

literature mentioning Pizzagate analyzes it as “bullshit,” and while these articles and books 

utilize Frankfurt’s theory to define bullshit, I will ultimately argue that the use of the term 

“bullshit” in these pieces is inconsistent with Frankfurt’s model. These scholars attempt to 

analyze fake news through a model that is “truth-indifferent,” which is misplaced in a post-truth 

world where there are no facts to be indifferent to.  

 While there is a plethora of literature about American Pragmatism in the 21st century and 

a considerable amount of recent work on the relationship between “bullshit,” Pizzagate, and fake 

news in general, there remains no scholarly literature about the relationship between Pragmatic 

theories of truth and knowledge, the 2016 public discourse surrounding fake news and 

conspiracy, and Pizzagate. Furthermore, the literature that does exist about Pizzagate 

overwhelmingly asserts that it is representative of Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory, however many of 

these scholars seem to emphasize the connotative, rather than philosophical, form of bullshit and 

also fail to discuss the creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan. Thus, a large portion of this thesis will 

focus on responding to the oversights of the scholars that analyze Pizzagate as an example of 

Bullshit, and suggests Pragmatism as a more cohesive interpretive framework.  

Methodological Reflections  

                                                
12 Jeffrey S. Debies-Carl, "Pizzagate and Beyond: Using Social Research to Understand Conspiracy 

Legends,” The Skeptical Inquirer 41, no. 6 (November/December 2017): 37, 
https://www.csicop.org/si/show/pizzagate_and_beyond.   
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This review of relevant literature led to my initial research question, “what, if any, influences 

associated with the prominent philosophies of American Pragmatism resonate with the 2016 

discourse on truth, conspiracy, and more specifically the Pizzagate scandal?” From the outset, it 

was clear that this thesis would have many moving parts, as the ultimate goal was to combine 

ideas about a popular political conspiracy theory and the medium of 4Chan with philosophical 

theories from the early 20th century. However, I had no indication of just how many parts this 

project would ultimately have: my scope of key terms expanded from Pragmatism, Pizzagate, 

Fake News, and truth, to include philosophical theories of Bullshit, paranoid style, collective 

memory creation, and social contagion.  

My “real” research began on 4Chan. One thing that I learned very quickly about 4Chan is 

that it is extremely hard to navigate, and thus I had unknowingly tasked myself with first having 

to find the best third-party 4Chan archival website, second finding the /pol/ board threads on 

which Pizzagate was created in these archives, and third learning the acronyms commonly used 

by the “anons.”13 I quickly learned that Pizzagate was created over a 25-hour period across 

seventeen “general” threads on 4Chan’s notoriously contentious /pol/ board between November 

2nd and 3rd, 2016. A general thread is a new webpage connected to the overall board on which the 

anonymous users discuss a specific topic. I began this research by going through all seventeen of 

the main threads, post by post, searching for common themes on each one to determine if there 

were similarities in how each “smoking gun” against Clinton, Podesta, and Comet Ping Pong 

was initially proposed, researched, and eventually “confirmed.” As I scrolled, thread after thread, 

and created timelines for each piece of evidence, it became quite clear that the verification 

                                                
13 For my archival research I selected the third-party site: https://archive.4plebs.org; “Anons” is a term used 

to describe the anonymous users who post on 4Chan. 
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process for each major piece of evidence was generally the same: (1) idea derived from a tweet 

or leaked email, (2) deliberation about that idea in relation to the other emails and pieces of 

evidence, (3) acceptance or denial. This was a big turning point in my archival 4Chan research, 

and I then shifted my focus to Pragmatism.  

I began my research on American Pragmatism by reading William James’s Pragmatism, a 

collection of essays on his epistemological theories about truth and knowledge. I read these 

essays with the common themes I found on the Pizzagate 4Chan boards in mind and searched for 

any theory or definition that seemed relevant. I looked at many of the secondary sources 

mentioned in the above literature review to contextualize Pragmatism both in its historical and 

philosophical context, and to enhance my own understanding of why Pragmatism is the only 

traditionally “American” philosophy in both theory and practice. I was immediately drawn to 

James’s explanations of the “Pragmatic Method” and “truth-verification processes,” as they 

seemed quite similar to the “evidence-verification” processes on 4Chan. I continued by 

researching the Pragmatic theories of John Dewey, and while he is considered to be one of the 

founders of American Pragmatism, his theories and essays confused my understanding of the 

Pragmatic Method as his focus was not on truth, but rather on education and civilizations. Thus, I 

made the decision to shift my focus from Pragmatism in general to specifically the theories of 

William James. Additionally, Richard Rorty’s Consequences of Pragmatism was extremely 

helpful in explaining the history of Pragmatism itself and how it differs from the European 

philosophical tradition.  

At this point in my research I wanted to have a preliminary answer to my research question, 

but I knew that there still remained a large gap between Pragmatism and Pizzagate. The 

verification methods used to prove evidence about Pizzagate on 4Chan felt eerily similar to the 
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Pragmatic “truth-verification” methods theorized by William James. However, I knew that it was 

ill-informed to propose that 4Chan users were following, or were even influenced by, a system of 

truth-making created in 1909. So I returned to the idea of “fake news,” and began to search for 

scholarly articles philosophically analyzing it. At this point, I discovered Harry G. Frankfurt’s 

Bullshit Theory, which marked the most significant turning point in my research. After finding 

and reading most all of the articles that use Bullshit Theory to analyze the creation of fake news 

and misinformation, and even Pizzagate specifically, I began to bridge the gap between 

Pragmatism and Pizzagate. The truth verification processes that manifested on the 4Chan boards 

were not informed by, or following, the Pragmatic Method, but they seemed to be reflective of it.  

The next section of my research was extremely philosophical, as I began to ask more 

comprehensive questions about Bullshit Theory, collective memory, paranoia, and rhetorical 

practices. I closely analyzed of all of Frankfurt’s primary literature on Bullshit Theory and 

examined it just as I had Pragmatism. Eventually, through returning to my close-analysis of the 

4Chan threads along with my research on Pragmatism, I began to hypothesize about whether or 

not Bullshit really was the proper theory through which to analyze fake news, conspiracy and 

Pizzagate. Though I had formed an initial hypothesis, there still seemed to be fissures in my 

argument for Pragmatism and against Bullshit Theory. So, I expanded the scope of my research 

on fake news to include historical theories about past political conspiracies and conspiracy 

politics in general. I read through many articles discussing Richard Hofstadter’s theories of the 

“paranoid style,” which further informed my analysis of the 4Chan threads. Hofstadter’s 

paranoid style thus became a crucial piece of my argument for why bullshit Theory is not 

comprehensive enough to explain both how and why Pizzagate, and more generally fake news, 

became so pervasive.  Additionally, I read philosophical articles on collective memory formation 
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and how social media websites allow for “collective memories” and “collective truth making” on 

a greater scale than ever before. I began to interpret 4Chan not just as a site on which users 

commiserate and theorize about political candidates whom they dislike, but rather as a powerful 

medium on which like-minded individuals can constantly converse and collectively build and co-

verify new theories like Pizzagate. Though both Richard Hofstadter’s paranoid style and 

Collective Memory Theory are not Pragmatic theories, both became integral aspects of this 

project. 

 This thesis will argue that the construction of Pizzagate on 4Chan is more reflective of the 

Pragmatic truth verification methods of William James than of Harry Frankfurt’s popularized 

theory of Bullshit. This will be argued through interpreting both Collective Memory Theory and 

Hofstadter’s Paranoid Style as modulations of James’s philosophy to subsidize the Pragmatic 

analysis of Pizzagate.   

Chapter Overview  

The evidence gathered to prove the overall claim this thesis makes, that the discourse of 

Pizzagate on 4Chan is more reflective of Pragmatic truth-verification methods than of Harry 

Frankfurt’s theory of bullshit, will be divided into three chapters. These chapters are broken up 

according to the philosophical content used to analyze Pizzagate and reinforce my claims about 

Pragmatism and Bullshit Theory. Furthermore, each chapter includes original close analysis of 

the 4Chan threads on which Pizzagate was created—something that has not been done in any 

other scholarly work.  

The philosophical aspect of chapter one focuses on the Pragmatic truth verification 

method as it is explained by William James and on the most prominent characteristics of the 

Frankfurtian “bullshitter.” James’s method of truth-verification is at odds with Frankfurt’s 
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description of the bullshitter, and thus this chapter will focus upon how Pragmatism allows all 

individuals to be “agents” in truth-making—whereas the main condition of the bullshitter is that 

they are “indifferent” to the truth of their statements and to any search for truth at all. The close 

analysis of 4Chan in this chapter will highlight how the anons on 4Chan engaged in a truth-

making process quite similar to the Pragmatic method.  

Chapter two will focus on theories of Collective Memory Creation and social contagion. 

This chapter will first outline these two philosophical and psychological phenomena in order to 

argue that the 4Chan threads are representative of collection memory creation, and that Pizzagate 

became a force of social contagion because of the moral and emotional language employed by 

the anons. Ultimately, this chapter will suggest that a Pragmatic framework of truth is more 

conducive for collective memory creation processes than one of Frankfurtian bullshit.  

Chapter three will focus on Richard Hofstadter’s theory of the paranoid style, which 

discusses the historical and political conditions that prompt the creation of theories like 

Pizzagate. This chapter ultimately aims to answer “why” the anonymous 4Chan users carried out 

such a meticulous investigation to collect evidence in support of Pizzagate by highlighting the 

type of political paranoia that motivated similar dangerous political conspiracies in U.S. history. 

Furthermore, this chapter will caution against the labeling of theories like Pizzagate as “bullshit” 

or “crazy,” as this has only seemed to perpetuate a theory’s popularity in the past.    
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CHAPTER I 
From Truth-Indifferent to Truth-Verification-Agent  

 
“One ace.”  
 
“Bullshit,” I amusedly say as I look into the eyes of a sly friend as she places a red Bicycle card 
down on top of the pile.  
 

I very well know that all four aces, spade, club, diamond, and heart, are currently in my 

left hand, and thus I know that her play was bullshit. My friend shrugs as she turns over her card, 

revealing a two of spades, and takes the pile as her own. She was bullshitting me—only trying to 

“get by” in the card game of “BS” by convincing me and the other players that the card she 

played really had the “truth-value” she stated it did.   

 The game “BS” may just be a game, but it is quite representative of the sort of 

philosophical “bullshitting” that Harry G. Frankfurt outlines in his book, On Bullshit. The goal of 

the game is not to actually be truthful when playing a card, but rather to convince the other 

players that you are acting honestly. This is the same goal of the philosophical bullshitter when 

conversing with other people. 

This game acts as a familiar example of how and why people bullshit, but it is not the 

focus of this chapter. This chapter will concentrate on the differences between Frankfurt’s 

quintessential bullshitter and the individual who utilizes William James’s Pragmatic Method to 

create and corroborate new “truths.” The bullshitter is indifferent to any truth in the claims they 

make, whereas the Pragmatist makes claims in order to discover new “truths” about the world. 

Thus, the bullshitter is disqualified from being an “agent” in truth-making while the user of the 

Pragmatic method is allotted ample agency. Ultimately, it will be proven that the creation of 

Pizzagate on 4Chan can be better understood through a Pragmatic framework than through a 

Bullshit one due to the abundance and lack of agency respectively given to an individual.  
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The anons on 4Chan who created the Pizzagate theory spent hours upon hours scouring 

through leaked emails, tweets, and campaign materials in order to create a cohesive theory about 

the existence of a Clinton-linked pedophilia ring in Washington, D.C. Yet, scholars and 

journalists often analyze this “investigation” as an instance of bullshit production. There may be 

no possible way to argue that the anons were or were not indifferent to the truth of their claims, 

but close analysis of the 4Chan threads in association with the Pragmatic truth-verification 

method shows that these anonymous individuals followed this process quite closely. William 

James states that his method is an “instrument” for truth-making, and this is precisely the way in 

which the 4Chan anons utilized it.14 The creators of Pizzagate on 4Chan (1) had an idea, (2) 

collected evidence to support this idea from real sources, and (3) integrated this idea into their 

larger system of beliefs. In connecting the formation of Pizzagate with the Pragmatic Method it 

becomes clear that Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory is not a sufficient framework for examining not 

only this theory, but similar political conspiracies as well. This will contribute to the overall 

argument that Pragmatism offers a better analytical model through which to analyze the 

Pizzagate discourse on 4Chan than does Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory.  

The Truth-Indifferent Bullshitter  

Harry G. Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory comes from a short book titled On Bullshit 

published by Harvard University Press in 2005. While this theory was introduced prior to the 

commencement of the post-truth era, it has seen a resurgence in academic circles in the past three 

years. The focus of this chapter is not on the essence of bullshit itself, but rather on the qualities 

characteristic of the Frankfurtian “bullshitter.” Frankfurt’s bullshitter is drastically different from 

                                                
14 William James, Pragmatism, ed. Bruce Kuklick (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 1981), 

28.  
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a liar, as Frankfurt argues that a liar is “inescapably concerned” with the truth-values of her 

statements and aims to hide her intention of leading others away from proper reality.15 The 

archetypal bullshitter, on the other hand, principally hides from others the fact that “the truth 

values of [her] statements are of no central interest to [her].”16 Thus, a liar promotes ideas and 

statements that she knows to be false, whereas a bullshitter is entirely “indifferent” to the truth-

values of her testimonies. Frankfurt proposes that a bullshitter does not intend to “report the truth 

nor to conceal it.”17 The Frankfurtian bullshitter is not concerned with whether or not she 

describes reality correctly or incorrectly, but rather just randomly proposes or makes up ideas in 

order to suit her purpose.18 This “purpose,” according to Frankfurt, is often not fulfilled by one 

instance of bullshit production, as the bullshitter must continue to back her truth-indifferent 

claims repeatedly; a bullshitter must continually produce a “program” of bullshit that misleads 

others about her disregard for both the truth of her claims and the context of her claims.19 A 

bullshitter not only “fakes” the truth of her claims, but also the context and evidence used to 

promote her claims. Thus, the real truths that surround the bullshit become irrelevant because of 

the bullshitter’s system of truth-indifference.  

Frankfurt suggests that the bullshitter exists in a space between the liar and the person 

who tells the truth, as they do not “reject the authority of the truth” but rather pay it no 

                                                
15 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 51; Harry Frankfurt uses male pronouns (he, his) throughout On Bullshit, but I 

will only use female pronouns (she, her) in both paraphrases and direct quotes from Frankfurt’s work.   
 
16 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 55.  
 
17 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 55.  

 
18 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 60.  

 
19 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 52.  
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attention.20 Frankfurt theorizes that many instances of bullshit arise when an individual is 

required to discuss a topic on which she has no actual knowledge.21 Occasionally the bullshit 

statements are factually correct and occasionally they are incorrect, but the bullshitter does not 

care about her accuracy as long as her statements are accepted by others. In Frankfurt’s view, the 

bullshitter’s goal is not to actually know facts about a topic but rather to appear to others that she 

is qualified to speak about said topic. This is one point that Frankfurt highlights often: “although 

[bullshit] is produced without concern for the truth, it need not be false.”22 Promoters of bullshit 

elude judgment and consequence because, unlike liars, there is no specific focus of or purpose 

for their potentially false claims.23 Individuals tolerate bullshit. Society tolerates bullshit. Bullshit 

can be accurate. Bullshit can be false. Bullshit is tolerable because it’s not based on lies, but 

rather on indifference to the truth.  

The Resurgence of Bullshit  

As previously mentioned, Bullshit Theory has seen a resurgence in academia since the 

2016 election due to the rise in fake news on the internet. Journalists and scholars based in 

philosophy, sociology, and psychology, among others, have begun to use Frankfurt’s short essay 

to describe the behavior of individuals who promote news stories before checking the facts these 

stories present. The truth-indifference of bullshit is the primary focus of these academic works, 

as many scholars assume that if a person shares, tweets, or emails a story without verifying its 

truth-value then this individual must be indifferent to the truth. James Ball, a journalist for The 

                                                
20 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 61.  

 
21 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 63.  

  
22 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 47.  

 
23 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 51.  
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Guardian and The Washington Post, recently published a book arguing that bullshit has 

“conquered” the post-truth world, and cites Pizzagate as an example in his analysis. Multiple 

other scholars and journalists have used Frankfurt’s theory to describe Pizzagate and similar 

internet fake news conspiracies, however each academic seems to present and reshape 

Frankfurt’s theory to suit their arguments. Furthermore, only one academic article credits the 

4Chan /pol/ board with the creation of Pizzagate, which removes blame and consequence from 

the supposed bullshitters who created it—a result that Frankfurt finds to be true for the majority 

of bullshit promoters.  

In Nikil Mukerji’s article “What is Fake News?,” he argues that Pizzagate is the 

“quintessential fake news story,” as it is not a case of bad journalism or satire, but because the 

“authors” disregarded all factuality accuracy when creating the theory.24 Thus, Mukerji’s 

analysis states that those who promoted the Pizzagate theory on any medium were “arguably 

indifferent to the truth.”25 He takes this claim further by suggesting that those who created the 

theory “must have known, after all, that there was not a shred of credible evidence to support the 

allegation that Hillary Clinton was involved in a sex-trafficking ring.”26 However, this second 

claim contradicts the first. Initially Mukerji suggests that promoters of Pizzagate were indifferent 

to the truth, but then he proposes that they were aware of the falsity of their claims. Mukerji is 

contradicting not only himself, but also the framework that Frankfurt outlines in On Bullshit. 

James Ball makes similar claims in his book Post-Truth: How Bullshit Conquered the World 

                                                
24 Nikil S. Mukerji, “What is Fake News?,” Ergo: An Open Access Journal of Philosophy 5 (2018): 8, 

https://philpapers.org/archive/MUKWIF.pdf.  
 

25 Mukerji, “What is Fake News?,” 18.  
 

26 Mukerji, “What is Fake News?,” 18.  
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about the ridiculousness and bullshit quality of the claims made by Pizzagate promoters. He 

refers to Pizzagate as the “nadir” of the phenomenon of online bullshit sharing, and dismissed the 

evidence collected on 4Chan as “ridiculous” even though he misrepresents the theory as having 

emerged on Twitter.27 Most all other mentions of Pizzagate in scholarly writing similarly dismiss 

the theory as “ridiculous,” with one scholar even mentioning that it was “so crazy that even 

Reddit banned the page discussing it.”28 Due to the nature of the claims made in the Pizzagate 

theory, all scholars presume that the anons working on 4Chan were indifferent to the truth-values 

of their claims and fail to acknowledge the potential threat the theory posed.   

While this theory may have sounded innocuous to those who disagreed with it, it also 

resulted in violent physical action by one man, Edgar Maddison Welch, who believed the theory. 

Welch’s attempted shooting at Comet Ping Pong in Washington, D.C. is why Ball cites Pizzagate 

as the “nadir” of fake news bullshit, yet he still dismisses the entire theory as ridiculous and fails 

to reconcile why a truth-indifferent bullshitter would engage in the “online ‘detective’” work that 

he argues led to the shooting.29 In academic literature there has been an overall failure to 

reconcile the postulated truth-indifference of the Pizzagate’s creators with the radical violent 

action taken by one of its believers, which further elucidates why Bullshit Theory does not 

sufficiently explain Pizzagate.  

The article “Post-Truth Protest: How 4Chan Cooked Up the Pizzagate Bullshit” by Marc 

Tuters et al., unlike others mentioning Pizzagate, actually references and analyzes the 4Chan 

                                                
27 James Ball, Post-Truth: How Bullshit Conquered the World (London: Biteback Publishing, 2018), 92.  
 
28 Bruce McComiskey, “Post-Truth Rhetoric and Composition,” in Post-Truth Rhetoric and Composition 

(Louisville, CO: University Press of Colorado, 2017), 16.  
 

29 Ball, Post-Truth, 92.  
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/pol/ board as an instance of “bullshit accumulation.” This piece additionally cites Frankfurt’s On 

Bullshit, and agrees that bullshit is a “form of knowledge production that appears unconcerned 

with objective truth.”30 In the case of Pizzagate, the authors argue that the creation of “bullshit 

knowledge” acted as a form of “post-truth protest” in which the anonymous 4Chan posters 

created a theory that served their political interests. This article offers an in-depth analysis of the 

medium of 4Chan itself, and how the factors of anonymity of poster, ephemerality of the posts, 

and the anon’s weaponization of irony creates a “uniquely productive” environment for the 

creation of bullshit knowledge.31 However, once the article begins discussing the 4Chan boards 

on which Pizzagate was formed, the discussion of Bullshit Theory all but disappears. It is 

proposed that many of the claims made in the creation of Pizzagate were “pretty arcane (if not 

ridiculous) interpretations of cache emails belonging…to John Podesta,” which seemingly 

contradicts Frankfurt’s belief that the classic bullshitter fakes their claims and their context—the 

John Podesta emails are real. Additionally, it is suggested in this article that bullshitters are 

unconcerned with “objective truth,” however Frankfurt articulates that bullshit is entirely 

indifferent to any truth-value at all. The term “objective” is incompatible with opinions or 

beliefs, whereas the “indifference” of a bullshitter is a conscious decision she makes to disregard 

the truth-values of her claims.  

This article does, however, do a successful job of explaining the background of 

Pizzagate. Tuters notes that the theory is grounded on the traditionally alt-right belief that the 

Clintons have been involved in a child sex-trafficking scandal for years due to their connection 

                                                
30 Marc Tuters, Emilija Jokubauskaite, and Daniel Bach, "Post-Truth Protest: How 4Chan Cooked up the 

Pizzagate Bullshit,” M/C: A Journal of Media and Culture 21, no. 3 (2018), http://journal.media-
culture.org.au/index.php/mcjournal/article/view/1422.   

 
31 Tuters, Jokubauskaite, and Bach, “Post-Truth Protest.”  
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with convicted pedophile Jeffrey Epstein, and explains the progression of the theory over a 25-

hour period across approximately seventeen 4Chan threads. However, Tuters’s analysis of 4Chan 

fails to accurately portray the anons as bullshitters in two ways. First because these anons are 

presented as engaging in a form of online “protest” seemingly connected to their perceived 

‘truths’ about the Clintons, and second because they are defined as being unconcerned with the 

“objective truth,” rather than indifferent to any truth, of their claims. Again, the use of the term 

“objective” in describing truth presumes that there must exist some widely accepted truth about 

Pizzagate with which the anons are unconcerned. However, the Pizzagate theory was entirely 

created by these anonymous individuals, and thus they were in the process of creating a 

“subjective” truth, rather than ignoring a non-existent objective one. Ultimately, the relationship 

between the Pizzagate 4Chan anons and truth that Tuters asserts does not appear to be one of 

indifference, but rather one focused on promoting subjective “political” truths that correspond 

with previously held beliefs and desires. Tuters argues that the medium of 4Chan itself has a 

“pragmatic and paradoxical relationship with belief,” as the anonymous posters on 4Chan are 

able to express controversial ideas without consequence—which seems incompatible with the 

Frankfurtian bullshitter’s indifference to and disregard of truth.32 While Tuters does utilize the 

term “pragmatic” in defining the medium of 4Chan, it is not a philosophical use of the term. He 

argues that the medium of 4Chan is “pragmatic” in the sense that users can unreservedly express 

their beliefs to others without individual consequence—which is pragmatically desirable—but 

Tuters fails to express how the 4Chan users engaged in the philosophical Pragmatic Method.  

                                                
32 Tuters, Jokubauskaite, and Bach, “Post-Truth Protest.” 
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Overall, the scholarly discussions likening Pizzagate to an instance of Frankfurtian 

bullshit neglect the 4Chan threads on which the very theory was created, and in doing so fail to 

accurately represent the intentions of these anonymous users.  The ‘text’ of Pizzagate may 

indeed promote ideas and ‘evidence’ that sound like bullshit in the connotative sense, but 

analysis of the methods of investigation on 4Chan illustrate a different picture. The 4Chan 

boards on which Pizzagate was created more clearly depict a group of anonymous individuals 

searching for new subjective truths through a Pragmatic process rather than individuals entirely 

indifferent to truth.  

William James: An Advocate for Truth-Agency  

 William James, the purported ‘father’ of American Pragmatism, created the Pragmatic 

Method as a way to settle “metaphysical disputes that might otherwise be indeterminable.”33 This 

Pragmatic Method deals with concreteness, adequacy, facts, actions, and power, rather than 

absolutes, fixed principles, and abstractions like empiricism and rationalism.34 Unlike most 

philosophical disciplines, Pragmatism is a collection of “methods,” rather than “theories,” that 

help individuals understand and cope with the actual, not the theoretical.35 James immediately 

classifies Pragmatism as an “instrument” for analyzing actions, facts, and truth, and thus 

Pragmatic principles are better viewed as analytical “tools” than as complicated theories. James 

argues that “Pragmatism is uncomfortable away from facts,” as it “clings to facts and 

correctness,” and observes how truth is defined, created, and verified in particular situations.36 

                                                
33 James, Pragmatism, 28. 

 
34 James, Pragmatism, 28. 

 
35 James Pragmatism, 28. 

  
36 James, Pragmatism, 34.  
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Ultimately, Pragmatists search for the “practical cash-value” of beliefs and “truths,” and how 

they work within everyday experiences.37 Unlike many Enlightenment philosophers, James and 

his contemporaries believed that truth is not an inherent property of an idea, but rather that truth 

happens to ideas: ideas become true and are made true by events and processes.38 The basis of 

James’s claims about truth rests on the notion that, “true ideas are those that we can assimilate, 

validate, corroborate and verify.”39 Thus, what we believe to be true, Pragmatically, must agree 

with our reality. The process through which ideas become “truths” is quite expedient, as the 

“practical importance” of truth is only derived from how well the idea “works” in a given 

situation. 

William James’s theories view “truth” quite differently from those of Harry Frankfurt, as 

James believes that “true” is just a term rather than a concept that one can promote or be 

indifferent to (i.e., in the case of a bullshitter). Furthermore, Frankfurt hardly discusses how he 

defines “truth” in On Bullshit, as his focus is only on the qualities of the bullshitter. James argues 

that the two sentences, “it is useful because it is true,” and “it is true because it is useful,” mean 

the exact same thing: “true” is just a term used to identify the first idea that starts a truth-

verification process.40 The “truth-verification process” is a four-step process that is integral to 

James’s philosophical Pragmatism. James believes that we (1) begin with a simple idea, a ‘truth,’ 

derived from information we gain through experience, (2) analyze this idea in relation to all of 

our previously held beliefs, (3) either accept it as true or false depending on how harmoniously it 

                                                
37 James, Pragmatism, 92. 

  
38 James, Pragmatism, 92. 
 
39 James, Pragmatism, 92. 

 
40 James, Pragmatism, 93. 
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assimilates into our belief-system, and (4) search for ‘face-to-face’ verification of this belief. 

However, James ultimately argues that this final step is innocuous to the truth-verification 

process, as “the overwhelming majority of our true ideas admit of no direct or face-to-face 

verification” because it is extremely difficult and oftentimes impossible.41 In this Pragmatic 

view, “any idea that helps us to deal, whether practically or intellectually, with either the reality 

or its belongings…that fits, in fact, and adapts our life to the reality’s whole setting will agree 

sufficiently to meet the requirement. It will hold true of that reality.”42 Thus, any new “truth” that 

promotes our previously held understanding of reality can be considered true in the Pragmatic 

sense, and any individual can engage in this truth-verification process relative to their own 

reality.  

Ultimately, Pragmatism presents all individuals as agents-in-truth-making, as one’s truths 

and beliefs are relative to their own reality and these new “truths” need not require any face-to-

face verification. This Pragmatist portrayal of truth is drastically different from that presented in 

Bullshit Theory, as Bullshit Theory is hardly about actual ‘truth’ at all. Frankfurt’s theory is only 

concerned with explaining how and why people bullshit, but fails to discuss how a bullshitter 

understands the “truths” to which she is indifferent. William James’s Pragmatic Method is 

extremely focused on how an individual or group creates, corroborates, and understands new 

ideas as “truths.” In Frankfurt’s view, any individual could be considered a truth-indifferent 

‘bullshitter’ if their claims do not correspond with the beliefs of their listener, but James offers 

an alternate method through which to analyze “truths” about which groups of people disagree.  

For William James, the agreement of others does matter, as we gain new ideas from our 

                                                
41 James, Pragmatism, 97. 

 
42 James Pragmatism, 97.  
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experiences, but the Pragmatic process of truth-verification does not presume or assert that any 

individual is either indifferent to the truth, or indifferent to searching for the truth.  

4Chan as an Arena of Truth-Making 

On Wednesday, November 2, 2016, the first thread about the Pizzagate theory, titled 

“PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO,” was created on 4Chan’s notoriously controversial /pol/ 

board by anonymous user ID:qymNxRx3 at 5:17pm EST. While the theory did not garner the 

name “Pizzagate” until hours later, many anonymous 4Chan users collected the majority of the 

evidence supporting the initial idea over a 25-hour period between November 2 and 3, 2016. The 

first post about Pizzagate highlighted an image found in the emails of John Podesta, Hillary 

Clinton’s Chief of Staff, leaked by WikiLeaks in June and July of 2016.43 This image showed 

two women and a young girl eating slices of pizza, and the original poster suggested that this 

image was an example of a DNC “insider” “showing off wares” to Podesta and Clinton’s high-

level staff.”44 To this user, this photo was indicative of the existence of a Clinton-run child-sex 

trafficking operation, as the ‘wares’ referred to in the photograph can be understood as the young 

girl eating pizza. The connection between pizza and pedophilia can be attributed to 4Chan’s 

common use of the term “cheese pizza” as a euphemism for “child porn,” which the users 

quickly assumed had been adopted by the Democratic National Committee. This first post 

suggested that Clinton was “shopping a kid essentially” because the image showed a young girl 

eating cheese pizza. The post also mentioned a previous theory created on 4Chan and Reddit 

called the “Lolita Express” which paints the Clintons as pedophiles due to their friendship with 

                                                
43 See APPENDIX I.  

 
44 Anonymous, ID: qymNxRx3, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 

17:17:20, Post No.95752720.  
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Jeffrey Epstein. Epstein was convicted of soliciting prostitution from a minor in 2008, and it was 

theorized that he would often use his private jet, the “Lolita Express,” to take vacations with the 

Clintons on which they would kidnap children to traffic in the U.S.45 The first post acted as a call 

to other users to search through leaked emails, tweets and any other correspondence that alluded 

to the existence of a Clinton-run child-sex trafficking ring.  

After this first post, Pizzagate progressed from a single idea about a seemingly out of 

place photograph to a full theory with at least 6 major pieces of “smoking gun” evidence. On the 

first board one user posted a request to others, “SEARCH THE WIKILEAKS FOR JPG, PNG, 

AND TXT FILES LETS SEE IF THERE ARE MORE PHOTOS OF KIDS. Not one fucking 

person will vote Hillary if we can find something.”46 This request not only urged other users to 

engage in the process of verifying and assimilating this potential “truth,” but also reveals the 

underlying impetus behind the creation of this theory: defaming Hillary Clinton before the 2016 

election. The user aggressively states that “not one fucking person” would vote for Hillary if the 

connection between Clinton and pedophilia were strengthened. Users then began to post 

additional pieces of “evidence” found in John Podesta’s leaked emails, and the first post of each 

thread listed the newly corroborated pieces of evidence proving the existence of a pedophilia 

ring.   

In first four threads about Pizzagate, countless theories formed connecting Hillary 

Clinton, John Podesta, Comet Ping Pong, and James Alefantis to a child-sex trafficking ring, 

child pornography, kidnapping, and even cannibalism. Users repeatedly posted new “leads” from 

                                                
45 Anonymous, ID: Hcjo1ZXU, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO GENERAL: IT’S LITERALLY 

NOTHING GOYS EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 20:17:18, Post No.95780664. 
 
46 Anonymous, ID: qymNxRx3, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 

17:49:49, Post No.95757452. 
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emails and responses to the already posted content, specifically in response to the original 

photograph. However, about an hour and a half after the original post, at 6:46pm EST, user ID: 

MfGRCzDS debunked the original theory proposed by this photograph. After researching the 

photograph’s origins, this user determined that it actually depicted two American journalists, 

Laura Ling and Euna Lee, and Lee’s daughter after they were released from captivity in North 

Korea during Bill Clinton’s presidency.47 However, many users disregarded this crucial fact as 

they had already assimilated the existence of this child-sex trafficking ring into their wider belief 

system. It did not matter than any connection between this first post and pedophilia was 

disproven because the anons already believed the theory; enough “smoking gun” evidence had 

been collected to surmount the falsity of the original post. Additionally, at 6:58pm EST, twelve 

minutes after the photo was proven to be of two journalists, User ID: g7Esk6Ex found and 

shared a link to the logo for a “pizza party” that was discovered in the leaked emails.48 This logo 

listed Comet Ping Pong as the pizza provider for this event, which marks the first connection 

between the Pizzagate theory and the Comet Ping Pong restaurant. In response to this logo, one 

user posted, “is it just a pizza party or will there be kids serving up the pizza?,” while another 

argued that any sort of pizza party for the DNC was “suspicious.”49 User ID: b/T3XJC5 wrote:  

Yeah, that’s suspicious as fuck, it’s obviously not about pizza. Donations for a pizza 
party. 
Implying the DNC whos stolen billions of dollars need donations to buy actual pizza. 
Starts at 8pm at Tony Podestas own house, that’s late as fuck.  

                                                
47 Anonymous, ID: MfGRCzDS, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 

18:46:29, Post No.95766259.   
 

48 Anonymous, ID: g7Esk6Ex, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 
18:58:26, Post No. 95768178.   
 

49 Anonymous, ID: 6eqK38vH, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO GENERAL: ITS LITERALLY 
NOTHING GOYS EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 19:49:02, Post No. 95775973.    
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Classy dinner parties usually start much earlier and don’t involve pizza of any kind and 
certainly don’t take “donations.” Podesta is a pedo…50 

 
This user proposed a new idea about the sex-trafficking ring that would, as a result, underpin the 

remainder of the Pizzagate theory’s creation. This user argued that the DNC hosting a pizza party 

to raise money at 8pm was quite ludicrous, as “classy dinner parties” usually start at an earlier 

hour and rarely involve pizza. The “smoking gun” that emerged from this suggestion 

transformed into the argument that wealthy elites do not each foods such as pizza. One user 

posed a question to other anons when asking whether or not people of Clinton and Podesta’s 

socioeconomic level “actually eat pizza or have pizza parties with other people of their 

socioeconomic level?”51 In response to this, many users agreed that this was unlikely, and some, 

like user ID: oFiGZuVG, even suggested that Comet Ping Pong “doesn’t seem like a place rich 

and powerful people would meet.”52 Ultimately, the conversations on 4Chan about Clinton, 

Podesta, Alefantis, the employees of Comet Ping Pong, and other members of the Democratic 

National Committee attacked all aspects of these individuals’ lives, including their food 

preferences, their tone of voice in promotional videos, and their romantic relationships.  

Over the course of seventeen threads the theory of Pizzagate transformed from one false 

idea about a photograph in a single post to a list of about 10 links, photographs, and leads about 

the presumably “proven” theory on the ninth board. The first post on the ninth board, titled 

“PEDESTA/PIZZA PACK GENERAL 8: THEY’RE ON TO US, SHUT IT DOWN EDITION,” 

                                                
50 Anonymous, ID: b/T3XJC5, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO GENERAL: ITS LITERALLY 

NOTHING GOYS EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 20:09:11, Post No. 95779464.   
 
51 Anonymous, ID: JOwQtrsZ, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO GENERAL: ITS LITERALLY 

NOTHING GOYS EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 20:57:54, Post No. 95787403.   
 

52 Anonymous, ID: oFiGZuVG, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO GENERAL 2: DOESN’T GET 
BTTER THAN THIS EDITION” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 21:59:35, Post No. 95796154. 
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recorded the majority of the evidence ultimately utilized to prove Pizzagate. Many of the pieces 

of evidence were related to the Podesta emails, however there is no explicit mention of 

“children” or “child” in a derogatory manner in any of Podesta’s correspondences. The majority 

of the Pizzagate theory rested upon the assumption that Podesta was utilizing “cheese pizza” as a 

euphemism for “child porn,” “hot dog” as boy, “pizza” as girl, “cheese” as little girl, “pasta” as 

little boy, and “map” as semen.53  

 The anons on 4Chan persistently posted new ideas and theories in attempts to substantiate 

one another’s claims.  These users were searching through the leaked emails and other materials 

to create new ideas, rather than propose “facts” about a theory that already existed. This fact 

about the anons seems to be inconsistent with Bullshit Theory, as the quintessential “bullshitter” 

both fakes the evidence used and the ideas proposed in order to sound intelligent. The anons 

were effectually creating a new idea based on evidence from actual emails through a Pragmatic 

process with the intention of tarnishing Clinton’s reputation—not sounding knowledgeable on a 

preexisting theory. The final line of the title post for each new thread read, “help me find 

supplemental info, let’s nail these sick fucks,” which alludes to the fact that these anonymous 

posters already believed that Hillary Clinton and John Podesta were, in some respects, “sick.” 

Over a very short period of time, the theory expanded from Podesta “shopping a child” in an 

email, to kidnapping children in Haiti and India after natural disasters, to pedophilia pizza 

parties, to Comet Ping Pong as the location of imprisoned children due to their “hidden doors” 

and ‘satanic art,” and finally to the implausibility of wealthy elites eating actual pizza.  

Ultimately, Pizzagate gained enough negative traction on 4Chan to be removed from the site 

                                                
53 Anonymous, ID: 1u493bkQ, /pol/: “PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 8: THEY’RE ON TO US, 

SHUT IT DOWN EDITION,” 4Chan, November 3, 2016 04:12:22, Post No. 95845890. 
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altogether, but it was not long before right-wing media outlets, journalists like Alex Jones, and 

individuals on Twitter and Reddit began believing this theory and assimilating it into their 

greater beliefs about Clinton and the Democratic National Committee.54  

“Don’t Assume My Concern for Truth”  

 The most significant belief promoted by the Pragmatic theories of truth is that 

“knowledge is power,” and that knowledge and truth can act as “tool[s] for coping with 

reality.”55 The Pragmatic Method is not so much theoretical as it is an actual technique created to 

help individuals “cope” with the excess of information they receive on a daily basis. An 

individual is introduced to an idea, considers that idea in relation to all other things they believe 

to be “true,” and then assimilates their new belief in order to better “make sense” of their reality. 

This method differs quite drastically from the method of bullshit creation proposed by Harry 

Frankfurt. A bullshitter makes claims about ideas or theories about which they have no 

knowledge in order to “seem” correct to the listener. The bullshitter is indifferent to the truth, 

whereas the follower of the Pragmatic Method’s ultimate goal is discovering and assimilating a 

new truth. While it is impossible to determine whether the anonymous 4Chan users on the /pol/ 

threads were concerned with the truth of their claims, the progression of the theory due to intense 

investigation suggests that these anons were engaged in a Pragmatic process of truth-creation and 

utilized the “tool” of the Pragmatic Method.  

                                                
54 Margaret Sullivan, “So Sorry, Alex Jones. Your ‘Pizzagate’ apology doesn’t change a thing,” 

Washington Post, March 28, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/so-sorry-alex-jones-your-
pizzagate-apology-doesnt-change-a-thing/2017/03/28/7ab546da-1303-11e7-9e4f-
09aa75d3ec57_story.html?utm_term=.f3ec9d902044.  
 

55 Richard Rorty, Consequences of Pragmatism (Essays: 1972-1980) (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1982), xvii.  
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 Pizzagate began with the discovery of a single photo in a single leaked email that was 

never intended to become public. However, the anonymous user who posted this photograph and 

implored others to help gather further evidence previously held negative beliefs about Hillary 

Clinton and John Podesta. This is quite clear due to the first post, as the user alluded to a 

previous conspiracy theory linking the Clintons to a pedophilia scandal: the Lolita Express. 

Many of the 4Chan users belief in both this previous theory and that “cheese pizza” is frequently 

used as a euphemism for “child porn” indicates that they were, and had been for quite some time, 

searching for new truths in order to defame Hillary Clinton. At first mention of a new connection 

between Clinton and a child-sex trafficking operation thousands of users joined the threads to 

help collect more evidence and identify multiple “smoking gun” claims. The content of these 

“smoking gun” claims may appear to be “bullshit” to any person who does not have a previously 

held belief that Clinton is evil and corrupt, but many of the users on 4Chan supporting Pizzagate 

already had a belief-system into which this theory could easily be assimilated. 4Chan users 

scoured through over 20,000 pages of leaked emails in order to find any content referencing 

children, pizza, or food in order to substantiate the initial idea, which does not manifest as “truth 

indifference” but rather as a “search for truth.”  

It cannot be claimed that these 4Chan users were knowingly adhering to the Pragmatic 

Method, and that is not the claim attempting to be made. Rather, these users engage in a process 

of truth-making that resembles the methods outlined by William James in Pragmatism. 

Furthermore, James’s theory does not attempt to trivialize the “truths” promoted by any 

individual, as Bullshit Theory does, and instead he argues that everyone can engage in a truth-

verification processes so long as newly discovered truths “fit” with previously held ones. To an 

individual who believes that, one, pizza is a euphemism for pedophilia and, two, that Hillary 
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Clinton is engaged in “shady” pedophilia-related activities, any “smoking gun” piece of evidence 

would seem reasonable. The “hidden doors” and “back room parties” at Comet Ping Pong, or the 

comments about “empowerment” and “trust” in Comet’s promotional videos, or the countless 

pizza fundraisers do not seem “ridiculous” as many users of Bullshit Theory suggest, but rather 

help these 4Chan users make “sense” of the reality they hope to be true. The 4Chan users 

seemingly believed the claims they investigated and posted because their previously held beliefs 

inclined them to do so. More importantly, the intention of these 4Chan users was not to 

“deceive” their audience about the truth-values of their claims or to “sound intelligent” about a 

topic on which they had no knowledge. The intention of this 4Chan investigation was to create, 

assimilate, and corroborate a new “truth” about Hilary Clinton, John Podesta, Comet Ping Pong, 

and ultimately the Democratic National Committee.  

Conclusions 

William James’s Pragmatic Method offers more insight into how and why the Pizzagate 

theory formed on 4Chan than does Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory. The anonymous users on 4Chan 

unknowingly utilized the Pragmatic truth-verification Method continually in order to create a 

new “truth,” rather than just picking out ideas, or “[making] them up,” to sound intelligent.56  

The processes on the 4Chan boards closely echo James’s Pragmatic Method, as for each new 

piece of evidence posted on the board, a user would (1) share a new idea that could potentially 

add to the theory, (2) other users would analyze this new idea in relation to their previously held 

beliefs, and (3) accept this new idea as a “truth” and post exclamatory responses supporting the 

idea like, “OH MY FUCKING GOD ITS REAL THEY ARE CHILD MOLESTERS AND USE 

                                                
56 Frankfurt, On Bullshit, 56.  
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PIZZA TO DISGUISE IT,” and “seriously this is a big smoking gun.”57 While these users never 

received any “face-to-face” verification, as mentioned previously James argues that this final 

step is irrelevant to the truth-making process. In the Pragmatic perspective, the 4Chan users need 

not verify their claims “in person,” as the newly created fact of Pizzagate became true because 

these individuals argued it as such. James states that, “the reasons why we call things true is the 

reason why they are true, for “to be true’ means only to perform this marriage function,” between 

a new idea and our previously held ideas.58 Bullshit theorists argued that the “authors” of 

Pizzagate were entirely indifferent to the truth-values of their claims, but in doing so these 

scholars erased the power that users on 4Chan had as agents in truth-making. Pragmatic theories 

of truth, conversely, are more elucidatory of the investigation for new truth occurring on the /pol/ 

board and better explain how and why Pizzagate became so widely accepted as true.  

One aspect of 4Chan that is yet to be explored is how the hundreds and thousands of 

users united in order to corroborate and verify their ideas. William James’s Pragmatic theories of 

truth are inseparable from our social and political experiences, as he argues that new “ideas” are 

gained from our interactions with other people, and that our previously held beliefs and opinions 

affect the verification of these ideas. However, in his description of the Pragmatic Method it 

seems that truth verification is a largely solitary process. An individual evaluates a new idea in 

relation to their own personal beliefs, not in relation to beliefs of thousands of other anonymous 

users on an internet messaging forum. Additionally, Harry Frankfurt only discusses bullshit 

creation as occurring mainly during situations when an individual must speak about a topic on 

                                                
57 Anonymous, ID: kNOi0S7r, /pol/: “PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 2: DOESN’T GET ANY 

BETTER THAN THIS EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016, 21:49:30, Post No. 95794701; Anonymous, ID: 
wjymuDTc, /pol/: “PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 3: DO NOT FORWARD :) EDITION,” 4Chan, November 
2, 2016, 22:09:19, Post No. 95797538. 
 

58 James, Pragmatism, 33.  
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which they have no knowledge, not as process that occurs collectively with others. The next 

chapter will analyze the medium of 4Chan as an instance of “collective memory creation.” It will 

propose that the /pol/ threads dedicated to Pizzagate represent a Pragmatic, yet collective, truth 

making process that produced a “viral” theory due to the constant use of morally and emotionally 

charged terms. While both Bullshit Theory and William James’s Pragmatic Method are 

seemingly individualized processes, analysis of 4Chan as a medium allows further application of 

both of these philosophical ideas to Pizzagate and helps distinguish the process of collective 

memory creation as a modulation of the Pragmatic Method on a grander scale.  
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CHAPTER II 
The Collective Truth-Making Processes of 4Chan  

 
 In the last two decades there seems to be a prevailing consensus in both philosophical and 

psychological academic communities that human memory is fallible; human beings cannot 

accurately recall every situation they experience or fact they learn. Human memory, supposedly 

unlike remembering abilities of other creatures, has a “communicative function.”59 Human 

beings are constantly sharing memories with one another in order to seek desired information, 

build relationships, or influence those around them, and this is how collective memories, or 

collective narratives, are formed. Historians often discuss collective memory in their writings, as 

the memories that are collectively recalled among large groups of people, specifically those 

within the same nation and/or culture, often shape the histories that are promoted in those 

countries. Yet, history and memory can be, and often are, astoundingly different from one 

another because memory is “a perpetually actual phenomenon,” whereas history is only a 

“representation of the past.”60 Additionally, collective memory, just like memory itself, is subject 

to the imperfect remembering abilities of the human mind, and the impact that social 

conversations have on remembering processes.  

 As shown in the previous chapter, the anonymous users on 4Chan engaged in a process of 

Pragmatic truth-verification when creating the Pizzagate theory. They (1) had an idea about a 

potential Clinton-linked child-sex trafficking ring, (2) gathered evidence to support this idea and 

evaluated it within their previously held system of beliefs, and (3) verified it as “truth.” 

                                                
59 William Hirst and Gerald Echterhoff, “Remembering in Conversations: The Social Sharing and 

Reshaping of Memories,” Annual Review of Psychology 63, (2012): 56, 
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-psych-120710-100340.  
 

60 Noa Gedi and Yigal Elam, “Collective Memory—What is it?,” History and Memory 8, no.1 (Spring-
Summer 1996): 33, https://www.jstor.org/stable/25618696.   
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However, the collective aspect of this truth-verification process has not yet been discussed. 

Hundreds of thousands of anonymous individuals engaged in this process of verifying Pizzagate 

as “truth,” and the verification for this theory came from the almost entirely unanimous opinion 

on 4Chan that the Clinton sex-trafficking ring was, truly, real. Collective Memory Theory, as 

described above, is becoming increasingly popular in philosophical and psychological circles, 

and is based upon the notion that none of our beliefs or accepted truths are formed independently 

of other people. William James’s Pragmatism also rests upon this notion, as he argues that “all 

human thinking gets discursified,” or more specifically is reliant on our engagement with 

others.61  

This chapter will focus on the philosophical and psychological theory of collective 

memory creation, and how our social environments effect how we remember, and misremember, 

information. First, I will explore two recent studies that address collective memory creation and 

social contagion. The first study explores how our interpersonal interactions influence the types 

of ideas we are more likely to remember and accept as “true.” The second discusses how the use 

of morally and emotionally charged terms leads to higher retweet rates of tweets with political 

messages, and it analyzes how moral messages often go “viral” more often than non-moral ones. 

After explaining these two significant studies, apart from discussion about Bullshit Theory and 

Pragmatism, I will analyze the 4Chan /pol/ threads about Pizzagate as an instance of this biased 

collective memory creation through the use of powerful moral-emotional terms. This section will 

highlight how the repetition of moral-emotional terms and the constant affirmation and 

verification given by the anons to one another made Pizzagate a source of “social contagion.” 

                                                
61 James, Pragmatism, 97.  
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After exploring how the creation of Pizzagate is representative of the collective memory 

described in these studies, I will return to Bullshit Theory and Pragmatism to ultimately argue 

that James’s theories are anticipatory of this collective memory creation process. Then I will 

highlight how Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory focuses specifically on the bullshitter as an individual, 

and thus it is extremely difficult to apply this framework to a collectively created theory. If the 

anons on 4Chan were bullshitting, then it would have to be assumed that every anon was “truth-

indifferent” and aware that all other users were indifferent to the truth as well. I will then shift to 

discuss William James’s understanding of truth-making as a collective and social process, and 

how his truth-verification method allows for the biased “mis-believing” of moral-emotional ideas 

that occurs on 4Chan. Pragmatism agrees with the foundational principle of collective memory 

theory: the “communicative” function of human memory enables our political and social 

influences to constantly shape and inform our ideas and beliefs. Ultimately, James’s Pragmatism 

offers a more robust framework than Bullshit Theory for analyzing how and why 4Chan anons 

were more likely to believe Pizzagate due to their political views and previously held beliefs.  

Morally Conscious Collective Memory Creation 

Recent scholarship on the topic of collective memory has begun to focus on a new 

phenomenon that is emerging specifically in the United States due to social media. Laura 

Spinney, in her article “The Shared Past That Wasn’t,” cites psychologist Daniel Schacter in 

writing that “memories are shared among groups in novel ways through sites such as Facebook 

and Instagram, blurring the line between collective and individual memories.”62 This increase in 

“internet-based misinformation” due to social media and fake news websites has an uncanny 

                                                
62 Laura Spinney, “The Shared Past That Wasn’t,” Nature 534 (March 2017): 168, 

https://www.nature.com/polopoly_fs/1.21596!/menu/main/topColumns/topLeftColumn/pdf/543168a.pdf?origin=ppu
b.   
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potential to “distort” collective, and individual, memories in unprecedented ways.63 While 

collective memory scholarship typically only focuses on shared memories formed between 

individuals in one-on-one situations, two recent studies, one by William Hirst and Alin Cohen, 

and one by William J. Brady, have considered the effects of social networks and social media, 

respectively, on biased collective memory shaping. Both of these studies liken the influence of 

social interactions on memory formation to disease, and utilize the concept of “social contagion” 

to explain how and why biased collective memories are formed.  

 William Hirst is one of the most dominant voices in the philosophical-psychological 

discussion surrounding the effect of social conversations on collective memory formation. In 

2012, Hirst and Gerald Echterhoff published a general review of the most significant literature 

regarding social remembering titled, “Remembering in Conversations: The Social Sharing and 

Reshaping of Memories,” which highlights many studies on individual instances of speaker-

audience biased collective memory. In this review, Hirst argues that the media, cultural 

institutions, and social networks act as “scaffolds” in our remembering processes.64 In this 

perspective, a “scaffold” is something that affects, influences and supports our remembering and 

believing of events and ideas, and many philosophers and psychologists who research extended 

mind theory argue that these scaffolds are “as much a part of the mind as what happens inside the 

head.”65 Extended Mind Theory, which has become a major point of interest in discussions about 

philosophy of mind, argues that human cognitive processes “reach beyond the boundaries of the 

                                                
63 Spinney, “The Shared Past,” 168.  

 
64 Hirst and Echterhoff, “Remembering in Conversations,” 62. 

 
65 Hirst and Echterhoff, “Remembering in Conversations,” 62. 
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individual to include…aspects of the individual’s physical and sociocultural environment.”66 

While extended mind theory differs in many ways from collective memory, both theories argue 

that an individual’s sociocultural environment is a major factor in their cognitive processes.  

Hirst’s general review also goes beyond collaborative memory creation between two 

individuals and introduces his 2015 study about the effect of non-virtual social networks on 

collective memory. The focus of this study is “social contagion,” which Hirst describes as “the 

spread of information, ideas, or practices via interpersonal contact, interaction, and 

communication.”67 Thus, social contagion is specifically relevant for inquiry into the spread of 

false information among social groups. Two significant factors that Hirst finds to increase social 

contagion are when “there are more (versus fewer) speakers suggesting the same memory,” and 

when “a group of several or more speakers agrees unanimously on a memory (versus does not 

agree unanimously due to one or more dissenters.)”68 Thus, individuals in a social group are 

more likely to ‘remember’ and agree with a new idea if it is promoted and agreed upon by 

multiple other members of that listening group. Furthermore, Hirst’s findings reveal that 

“memory convergence is more likely to occur within social groups than between them,” and thus 

individuals tend to remember, believe, and agree more with an individual’s statement if he or she 

is a member of the same social group.69 Ultimately, Hirst, and one of his interlocutors Laura 

Spinney, argue that social networks act as scaffolds that “powerfully shape memory, and that 

                                                
66 Julian Kiverstein, Mirko Farina, and Andy Clark, “The Extended Mind Thesis,” abstract, Philosophy, 

Oxford Bibliographies (2013): http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780195396577/obo-
9780195396577-0099.xml.   
 

67 Hirst and Echterhoff, “Remembering in Conversations,” 63. 
  

68 Hirst and Echterhoff, “Remembering in Conversations,” 65.  
 

69 Spinney, “The Shared Past,” 169.  
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people need little promoting to conform to a majority recollection—even if it’s wrong,” due to 

social contagion.70 Thus, if the majority of people agree that a false belief is true, other listeners 

will adhere to this belief regardless of its falsity. Additionally, Hirst finds that repetition of a 

perceived memory or idea categorically increases the listeners’ belief of that idea “better than if 

it had not been repeated.”71 Thus, constant reference to an idea frequently causes it to become 

further embedded into memory. 

 The final topic of discussion in this study is about the effect of “weak links” on group 

remembering processes. A “weak link” is one that exists between social groups rather than 

within them, and occasionally causes memories to be shared, altered and synchronized between 

social groups to correct for their biases. However, Hirst and Coman argue that these “weak 

links” often have no corrective ability once a social network has already unanimously agreed on 

the facts surrounding an event.72 Collective memory is thus both more common, and more 

powerful, when created between individuals in the same social group, whether that be in terms of 

gender, sexual orientation, race, or political affiliation. Ultimately, Hirst suggests a potentially 

detrimental aspect of collective memory: biased collective memories have the power to both 

bring members of a social group closer together, but also to “drive a wedge between [differing 

social] groups.”73  

William J. Brady and a team of psychologists performed a study similar to Hirst’s in 

2017 titled, “Emotion shapes the diffusion of moralized content in social networks.” This study 

                                                
70 Spinney, “The Shared Past,” 168.  

 
71 Hirst and Echterhoff, “Remembering in Conversations,” 66.  

 
72 Spinney, “The Shared Past,” 169.  

 
73 Spinney, “The Shared Past,” 169.  
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focuses on the effects of emotion and morality on the social contagion of political content on 

Twitter. While this study was not specifically about the topic of collective memory, it engages 

with many questions about how ideas, that eventually become memories, spread on Twitter due 

to their morally and emotionally relevant content. Brady’s study not only focuses on how tweets 

“go viral” as a result of social contagion, but also views these popular posts as a result of “moral 

contagion.” He defines “moral contagion” as the process of how “moral ideas diffuse through 

social networks.”74 Brady performed three studies in which he analyzed the retweet rate of 

tweets about three major political topics in the United States: climate change, gun control, and 

same-sex marriage. In order to determine the effect that moral-emotional language had on the 

popularity of these tweets, Brady compiled a list of moral-emotional terms from the moral and 

emotional dictionaries and systematically counted the number of these terms in tweets to 

quantify their moral-emotional value. Some of the moral-emotional terms Brady used include 

evil, endanger, exploit, kidnap, justice, satanic, respect, and punish among hundreds of others.75 

The results for all three focus groups were unanimous: the inclusion of at least one moral-

emotional term increased that post’s retweet rate by an average of 20%.76 Thus, the use of moral-

emotional terms led to a higher rate of social, or moral, contagion.  

The results of Brady’s study are easily reconciled with Hirst’s theories presented above. 

Brady argues that in “using naturally occurring social networks on Twitter, we identified a 

critical role for emotion when it comes to the diffusion of moral ideas in real, online social 

                                                
74 William J. Brady, Julian A. Wills, John T. Jost, Joshua A. Tucker, and Jay J. Van Bavel, "Emotion 

Shapes the Diffusion of Moralized Content in Social Networks,” PNAS 114, no.28 (July 11, 2017): 7314, 
https://www.pnas.org/content/114/28/7313.short.  
 

75 Brady et. al., “Emotion Shapes,” Si Appendix, section 1. 
 

76 Brady et. al., “Emotion Shapes,” 7315.  
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networks.”77 While Hirst was more focused on the influence of actual conversation on the 

shaping of collective memories, Brady’s study also highlighted the impact of social groups on 

beliefs and opinions, just on Twitter rather than in physical social circles. Additionally, one key 

finding of Brady’s study is that the use of moral-emotional terms in tweets aided “diffusion 

within political in-group networks more than out-group networks.”78 Thus, tweets with 

conservative emotional messages were more likely to be retweeted by conservative users, and the 

same occurred for tweets with liberal emotional messages. This outcome only furthers Hirst’s 

argument that collective memory creation occurs more commonly between members of the same 

social or political group. Brady’s analysis of diffusion of moral-emotional tweets on twitter 

makes a similar claim to Hirst’s theory about collective memory creation. Brady writes, “the use 

of negative messages about rival political candidates containing strongly worded moral-

emotional terms may spread more easily within (but not necessarily between) liberal or 

conservative social networks,” which drives the “wedge” Hirst mentions between these two 

societal groups.79 Ultimately, Brady’s study may not be about memory, but through analysis of 

the findings of these two studies it becomes clear that social groups, conversations, and social 

media “scaffold” both collective memory creation and collective “belief” formation.  

4Chan is another form of social media that can be analyzed through this theory of 

collective memory, or belief, creation. The processes described and analyzed above are 

extremely applicable to the discussions about Pizzagate on 4Chan if the term “memory” is 

understood as “idea,” “belief,” or “theory.” Hirst focused on memory creation among members 

                                                
77 Brady et. al., “Emotion Shapes,” 7316. 

 
78 Brady et. al., “Emotion Shapes,” 7317. 
 
79 Brady et. al., “Emotion Shapes,” 7317. 
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of common social groups, and Brady concentrated on the distribution of politically contentious 

ideas with moral-emotional content on Twitter. Pizzagate may not yet be a memory, but the 

4Chan /pol/ threads did provide users with politically relevant information that was compatible 

with their political views. Additionally, Pizzagate is both emotional and moral, as the entire 

theory rests upon the belief that Hillary Clinton and John Podesta were involved in a child sex-

trafficking ring.  Brady and Hirst’s theories about social and moral contagion can offer insight 

into the Pizzagate discourse and further reveal that James’s Pragmatism anticipates the collective 

truth-verification process followed by the 4Chan anons.  

4Chan: A Mode of Collective Memory  

 4Chan, as explained in earlier sections of this project, does not allow its users to create 

custom user names or profiles. All users on 4Chan are functionally anonymous, and the eight-

digit ID code composed of letters, numbers and symbols that appears at the beginning of each 

post is their only identifier. While the anonymity of 4Chan allows users to share new ideas or 

theories with one another without any personal consequence, these anons still influence the ideas 

and theories that the real people behind the ID codes assimilate into their belief systems and 

eventually cement into memory. Many users of 4Chan are perceived to have similar political 

ideologies, as the forum notoriously promotes many alt-right doctrines and beliefs.80 This 

common alt-right perspective among the anonymous posters is manifested immediately on the 

4Chan /pol/ threads about Pizzagate, as the first post referenced the previously mentioned “Lolita 

Express” conspiracy that had been debated about on 4Chan for years prior. From the first post, 

the political attitudes of the majority of the anons was already identified, thus causing all of these 

anonymous users to be part of what Brady would consider to be the same social “in-group.” 

                                                
80 Tuters, Jokubauskaite, and Bach, “Post-Truth Protest.” 
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Unlike Twitter, there is no way to differentiate the political leanings of each account on 4Chan, 

as the entire medium is, by definition, conservative, its users anonymous, and the posts of each 

user almost impossible to track. Thus, any conversation occurring between anons on 4Chan can 

be assumed to be one between individuals with common political views and ideologies—making 

them particularly susceptible to moral and social contagion.  

 There are two significant themes mentioned in the previously explained studies that are 

quite important when analyzing the Pizzagate discourse as an instance of collective memory 

creation: the powerful conversational tool of repetition outlined by Hirst, and the use of the 

moral-emotional terms designated by Brady. As mentioned previously, the first post on each 

4Chan thread about Pizzagate restates each piece of evidence discovered on previous threads. 

Each “title” post after the first thread included the original photograph and language used by 

User ID:qymNxRx3 in addition to any new information. By the fourth thread, titled 

“PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 4: A FAMILY PLACE FOR PARENTS AND THEIR 

CHILDREN EDITION,” the title post grew from the original 9 lines to 26 lines, and included 

additional information about James Alefantis, Comet Ping Pong, and an invitation to a Pizza 

Party Fundraiser.81 The repetition of “proof” for Pizzagate at the start of each thread served to 

both remind returning anons, and inform newly engaged anons, about the pieces of incriminating 

evidence against Clinton and Podesta that had already been supposedly uncovered and verified. 

The constant repetition of these already “proven” pieces of evidence increased Pizzagate’s ability 

to become socially contagious, as Hirst argues that an idea is more likely to be remembered and 

believed if it is unanimously agreed upon ad constantly repeated.  

                                                
81 Anonymous, ID: ogJ4JREs, /pol/: “PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 4: A FAMILY PLACE FOR 

PARENTS AND THEIR CHILDREN EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016, 23:19:41, Post No. 95808374. 
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Another instance of repetition on the Pizzagate 4Chan threads is in relation to the 

language used by the anonymous users throughout the creation of the theory. The 4Chan users 

discussing Pizzagate repeatedly employed many of the moral-emotional terms designated in 

Brady’s study. One specific piece of “smoking gun” evidence that became extremely popular on 

the threads was about the language used in Comet Ping Pong promotional videos on YouTube. 

At 22:23 on November 2, 2016, User ID: FUj59iqk posted a link to a video titled “A Night at 

Comet Ping Pong” which shows the restaurant’s interior and interviews patrons and the general 

manager.82 This user commented, “video opens with little boys playing ping pong next to gay 

dudes it looks like or perhaps their adopted pedophile fathers,” while User ID: XprWhyB/ 

responded stating, “so many shots of the kids. And that dude is talking about wings and meat that 

falls of the bone. They are advertising kid rape at that place.”83 Both responses to the video 

utilize multiple words that Brady designates as having “moral-emotional” content, including 

“kids,” “father,” and “rape.” The utilization of moral-emotional terms in analyzing a presumably 

innocent promotional video had a significant effect on how other 4Chan anons perceived this 

video. Furthermore, other users began critically analyzing the interview with the general 

manager in the video, specifically focusing on his description of the “trusting relationship” 

between the owners and patrons of Comet Ping Pong.84 “Trust” is another term that had both 

moral and emotional significance in Brady’s study.  

                                                
82 Anonymous, ID: FUj59iqk, /pol/: “PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 3: DO NOT FORWARD :) 

EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016, 22:23:37, Post No. 95799708. 
 

83 Anonymous, ID: FUj59iqk, /pol/: “PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 3: DO NOT FORWARD :) 
EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016, 22:23:37, Post No. 95799708; Anonymous, ID: XprWhyB/, /pol/: 
“PEDESTA/PIZZA PAC GENERAL 3: DO NOT FORWARD :) EDITION,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016, 22:27:04, 
Post No. 95800235. 
 

84 “A Night at Comet Ping Pong,” YouTube video, 1:32, posted by “oraclekhari,” September 27, 2010, 
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Approximately seventeen minutes after the promotional video was found, User ID: 

XprWhyB/ commented again on the manager’s interview when writing, “at 1:41 in the 

video…the dude is saying the secret of Comet pizza is “‘trust’… he’s looking out for the 

customer and expects the customer to be looking out for him…who the fuck needs a trust 

relationship with their pizza place? The dude is talking about keeping secrets and this CP shit is 

real life right now.”85 This user suggests that a “trusting” relationship is unnecessary between the 

owners of a pizza restaurant and its customers, similar to how another user wondered “why 

would a pizza owner care about trust so much and what an odd way to describe your [customers] 

as if they owe you anything other than buying your product.”86 These anons did not understand 

why a “trusting” relationship would be necessary between employees and customers of a small 

pizzeria, and thus argued that “trust” was necessary only in order to keep the illicit activities of 

Comet Ping Pong a secret. Brady’s study suggested that the inclusion of one or more moral-

emotional term in a tweet significantly increased engagement with that post, and the use of the 

term “trust” in these posts, along with repetition of terms like “secret,” caused many other users 

to both believe and promote this theory. Additionally, this video was designated as a piece of 

‘smoking gun’ evidence, and instigated further discussions about “trust” on the following 

Pizzagate /pol/ threads.   

 The 4Chan threads focusing on Pizzagate overwhelmingly utilized phrases and terms that 

Brady designated as “moral-emotional,” and many of the terms used had a negative connotation. 

“Rape,” “kidnap,” “abuse,” “fuck,” “sick,” “snobby,” “deceptive,” “evil,” “torture,” and many 
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other moral-emotional words can be found multiple times and in multiple posts on each thread. 

The term “fuck” appeared 424 times over the first seven 4Chan threads about Pizzagate, while 

“shit” was used 181 times, “sick” 40 times, and “rape”, “rapist”, or “raping” 35 times. Repetition 

of these negative moral-emotional terms not only increased engagement with the Pizzagate 

theory, but also shows why this theory became so socially and morally contagious over a mere 

25-hour period. The last line of each aforementioned title post at the beginning of every new 

thread reads: “help me find other supplemental info, let’s nail these sick fucks.”87 The constant 

repetition of this moral-emotional phrase not only had the potential to appeal to anonymous 

users’ moralities, but also to convince them that this “cause” was worth helping, proving, and 

promoting. Thus, the threads on 4Chan are demonstrative of socially shaped “collective memory 

creation.” Each new post influenced the beliefs of other users, and the moral-emotional language 

used to promote the theory among anonymous individuals with common political beliefs allowed 

Pizzagate to become a source of social contagion. The anons on 4Chan constantly offered one 

another “verification” for their proposed ideas, and thus the creation of Pizzagate is undeniably 

collective. Ultimately, the analysis of Pizzagate as an instance of collective memory creation 

serves to illustrate that William James’s social process of truth-verification offers a better 

framework for evaluating this conspiracy theory than Frankfurt’s description of the individual 

bullshitter.  

The Individual Bullshitter 

 In On Bullshit, Harry Frankfurt only explains the philosophical production of bullshit as 

an individual process. In explaining how the mind of the bullshitter works, Frankfurt uses 
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singular pronouns such as “he” and “his,” and often refers to the bullshitter as “the individual.” 

Additionally, the bullshitter is not concerned with the moral or emotional content of her 

statements and engages in “fakery” rather than a search to “arrive at accurate representations of a 

common world.”88 Furthermore, in the conclusion of On Bullshit, Frankfurt offers some 

considerations as to why bullshit has become so widespread. He argues that the creation of 

bullshit is stimulated whenever an individual is given an opportunity to speak extensively about a 

topic on which they have inadequate knowledge.89 Frankfurt’s use of “individual” and “speak” is 

extremely important to consider, as he clearly focuses on isolated examples of bullshit creation 

in actual conversations. In these instances, Frankfurt argues that there arises a “lack of any 

significant connection between a person’s opinions and [her] apprehension of reality,” 

specifically when the individual feels she must appear to be a “conscious moral” citizen of 

democratic society.90 Frankfurt argues that this is due to the “widespread conviction that it is the 

responsibility of a citizen in a democracy to have opinions about everything,” and thus citizens 

engage in bullshitting to appear educated about and morally engaged in the affairs of the 

nation.91 Journalists and scholars often highlight these traits of the bullshitter when 

conceptualizing fake news as bullshit. As the United States has become a highly polarized 

democratic society, and the access to political content via social media has increased, many 

Americans seem convinced that they must carry opinions on every politically contentious topic. 
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Thus, scholars have recently theorized that all fake news is best understood as philosophical 

bullshit.  

However, the creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan is not an instance in which an individual 

was required to “speak” on a topic about which she had little knowledge, as the theory was 

created in real-time through a passionate collective investigation process. Additionally, Frankfurt 

does not seem to consider morality to be a factor in bullshitting. An individual bullshitter “does 

not care whether the things [she] says describe reality correctly” and is only concerned with 

appearing to be morally engaged in the topic at hand.92 The Frankfurtian bullshitter’s goal is not 

to formulate new theories through investigative processes with others, but rather she centers her 

bullshitting on “the response of the audience at the end of any given encounter.”93 The anons 

involved in the creation of Pizzagate were not attempting to mask their lack of knowledge about 

Hillary Clinton and John Podesta by formulating this theory, but rather they engaged in an 

investigative process in attempts to educate themselves about the topic and assert a new “truth.” 

 The article “Post-Truth Protest: How 4Chan Cooked up the Pizzagate Bullshit,” by Mark 

Tuters et al., presents Pizzagate as an instance of “bullshit accumulation.”94 Tuters argues that 

each /pol/ thread about Pizzagate had one user with “dominant authority.”95 As mentioned 

previously, each new thread begins with a title post restating the already “verified” evidence for 

Pizzagate, and Tuters claims that the anon who writes this first post holds authority over the 
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other users on that thread. He suggests that the title post creators only consolidated the 

information they found particularly relevant, and thus dominated the rest of the thread.96  

However, each general thread about Pizzagate contained responses and inquiries about 

information shared on previous threads, and thus the anon who created the “first post” did not 

dominate the virtual conversation that followed. Furthermore, due to the anonymity of and 

repetition in posts on 4Chan, no single piece of evidence can be attributed to a single anon. One 

user may post a link to a leaked email, video, or tweet, but this piece of information is not 

considered “evidence” until other users’ investigate and confirm it in relation to their previously 

held beliefs about Pizzagate. Pizzagate cannot be viewed as an instance of “bullshit 

accumulation” in the way that Tuters suggests because this interpretation assumes that users on 

4Chan were all indifferent to the truth and cognizant that every other anon was “truth-

indifferent” as well. Bullshit Theory’s assumptions about the deceptive intentions of the 

individual bullshitter make this theory extremely difficult to apply to instances of collective 

memory creation.  

Collectivity as a Pragmatic Form of Truth-Verification 

 The Pragmatic understanding of truth and belief helps elucidate many of the aspects of 

collective memory creation and social contagion discovered in William Hirst and William 

Brady’s studies. William James’s understanding of truth is quite similar to the modern 

understanding of collective memory that Hirst highlights in his work. Memory, unlike history, is 

fluid and “remains in permanent evaluation,” memory is not stagnant.97 In his book, Pragmatism, 

William James makes a similar argument about truth. He writes, “the truth of an idea is not a 
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stagnant property inherent in it. Truth happens to an idea. It becomes true, is made true by 

events.”98 The very truth of a truth, for James, “is in fact an event, a process: the process namely 

of its verifying itself,” which can otherwise be understood as the Pragmatic verification process 

explained in chapter one. Furthermore, James believes the “events” that give the quality of truth 

to our ideas come from our social experiences and interactions with others. James argues that “all 

human thinking gets discursified; we exchange ideas; we lend and borrow verifications, get them 

from one another by means of social intercourse.”99 Thus, he believes that all of the “truths” that 

an individual or group holds to be true are affected by our conversations with other people. 

James argues that the “overwhelming majority” of our true ideas “admit of no direct or face-to-

face verification,” rather we gain verification from both our previously held beliefs and from the 

beliefs of other people. The users on 4Chan constantly received verification from one another, 

and the collective creation process of Pizzagate is the “event” that gave the theory “truth.”  

William James’s definition of “truth” also helps to explain why anons on 4Chan were 

more likely to believe the Pizzagate because it was consistent with their political beliefs, which is 

analogous to Brady’s finding that people will more frequently retweet messages posted by 

members of the same political in-group. Pragmatism’s general conception of truth is of 

something that is “essentially bound up with the way in which one moment in our experience 

may lead us towards other moments it will be worthwhile to have been led to,” thus “truth” in the 

Pragmatic sense is functional, useful, and experiential.100 James even refers to the quality of truth 

as “collective,” as he states that “truth for us is simply a collective name for verification-
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process…truth is made, just like heath, wealth and strength are made, in the course of 

experience.”101 James’s truth, by definition, is any idea that “we can assimilate, validate, 

corroborate, and verify,” and thus the verity of an idea comes not from its supposedly “inherent” 

truth-value, but rather that this idea is “better for us to believe,” than not.102 Furthermore, James 

argues that new theories created from our truths must “mediate between all previous truths and 

certain new experiences…yet sometimes alternative theoretic formulas are equally as compatible 

with all the truths we know, and then we choose between them for subjective reasons.”103 Thus, 

James argues that when faced with a decision between a theory to which we are already partial, 

and one to which we are not, we will always choose the option that better suits our beliefs and 

opinions. Ultimately, James believes that what we find to be “true” is inseparable from our 

beliefs and relationships with others; social experiences give us both new ideas and offer us 

verification for old ones.  

 While William James was not exposed to online social spaces such as 4Chan nor to the 

theories of collective memory creation and virtual social contagion, his understanding of “truth” 

is anticipatory of the process of collective theory creation such as in the case of Pizzagate. The 

similarities between the findings of Hirst and Brady and James’s theories indicate that collective 

memory theory may be a modulation of Pragmatism in theory but not in name. No current 

scholars have compared Pragmatism with collective memory creation or conspiracy politics, 

however, notions about politically biased beliefs and subjective “truths” are beginning to gain 

traction in discussions about fake news. While James does not utilize the term “subjective” or 
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“biased” in his writings, his theories suggest that his system of truth-making allows for alternate 

“truths” to exist in the same society. As proven by William Brady, engagement with moral-

emotional tweets on twitter is higher amongst individuals with similar political beliefs regardless 

of whether or not the messages are true. Additionally, William Hirst and Laura Spinney argue 

that social “scaffolds” or influences often cause individuals to accept new ideas or memories if 

they are believed by the majority of people within a specific social group—even if these ideas 

are incorrect. James’s Pragmatism allows for this collective “taking of sides” in terms of 

solidifying ideas as facts, as he argues that an idea becomes true if it “helps us deal, whether 

practically or intellectually, with…reality.”104 Thus, in the case of Pizzagate, this theory helped 

the alt-right 4Chan users “cope” with, and attempt to prevent, the potential reality of Clinton 

becoming the President. 

Furthermore, James argues that we oftentimes “borrow” verifications of ideas from other 

people, which seems to be demonstrative of the process that occurs when an individual believes 

incorrect facts because the majority promotes them. The anonymous users on 4Chan that 

engaged in the collective creation of Pizzagate collected evidence, looked to their like-minded 

peers for verification, received that verification, and then continued to search for more evidence 

in support of this theory. While these users may have been offered a “choice” between two 

beliefs (i.e. Pizzagate is real or Pizzagate is not real), James would argue that the anons would 

choose to believe Pizzagate rather than not, as the majority of 4Chan users are partial to theories 

that promote conservative candidates. Furthermore, this partiality stems from one’s political, or 

moral, perspective, which is reminiscent of Brady’s finding that morally charged messages were 
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more likely to become socially contagious, or be widely verified as true, within political or 

societal in-groups.  

Both Brady and Hirst argue that memories formed collectively are not shaped by one 

individual (i.e. a bullshitter), but rather by multiple members of a social in-group. The 

bullshitter’s ultimate goal is to portray a false sense of morality and intelligence, which is 

inconsistent with the abundance of moral-emotional terms used on 4Chan. Furthermore, 

Frankfurt’s theory requires that all bullshitters be entirely indifferent to the truth, and in the case 

of collective memory creation on 4Chan it would require that all anons be firstly indifferent to 

the truth themselves, and secondly be aware that all other anons are indifferent to the truth as 

well. While Frankfurtian Bullshit may have the ability to be socially contagious due to its 

inclusion of false moral content, this theory fails to explain why bullshit can cause social 

contagion to occur because of its focus on the individual.  

4Chan, like twitter, acts as a site of collective memory creation, and the excessive use of 

moral-emotional terms utilized in the creation of Pizzagate caused this collectively created 

narrative to go “viral.” William James’s Pragmatic understanding of truth offers explanation as 

to why anonymous users engaged in this collective truth-making process were more likely to 

believe Pizzagate than to not, as it appealed to both their moral and political beliefs: sexually 

abusing children is wrong and liberal elites have evil ulterior motives. Thus, James’s Pragmatic 

understanding of truth as useful and socially shared, as opposed to Frankfurt’s individualized 

bullshit, offers a better framework through which to analyze the creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan 

as an instance of collective memory creation. The following chapter will specifically focus on 

the common fears and epistemological conditions of 4Chan to continue exploring how and why 

this theory was collectively created. Additionally, it will analyze Pizzagate as a modern 
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conspiracy theory in order to discuss historical precedents for the popularity, and subsequent 

danger, of similar political conspiracies.  
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CHAPTER III 
Don’t Call Me Crazy: Conspiracy is for the Mentally Sound  

 
 “The road to truth may be paved with righteousness, but the precarious relationship all of 
us have with the past also lends false assurance to the stories that we consider to be objectively 
true.”105 
 There is a natural tendency to characterize supporters of conspiracy theories as “crazy,” 

or “mentally ill,” but advocates of conspiracy theories categorically believe that they are “part of 

a genuinely heroic elite group” working to oust the corruption of the government.106 Conspiracy 

theorists righteously search for truth through constant appeals to morality and justice, yet the 

evidence used to prove these theories is oftentimes skewed by paranoia—a paranoia that is 

influenced by their “precarious” relationship with the past. However, scholars who criticize 

conspiracy theorists as “insane” often fail to recognize, as stated above, that “all of us” have this 

precarious relationship with the past—it just differs in intensity depending on our political 

affiliations, gender, race, and socio-economic class, among other factors. William James’s theory 

of truth is consistent with this concept, as he believed that any new “truth” we gain is influenced 

by all of the “truths” we previously accepted as accurate.  

 The previous section of this thesis discussed the collective creation process of Pizzagate 

on 4Chan, and how one’s political beliefs effect their likeliness to believe the morally and 

emotionally charged claims of others. However, the shared values and righteousness of these 

anons was not the only factor that contributed to their vehement belief in Pizzagate. This chapter 

aims to argue that the anons on 4Chan who created Pizzagate were operating in what scholar 

Richard Hofstadter calls the “paranoid style.” Many academics who argue that theories like 
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Pizzagate are instances of Frankfurtian Bullshit utilize the terms mentioned above—“crazy,” 

“mentally-ill,” “insane,”—to describe the promoters of conspiracy theories. However, in 

categorizing supporters of Pizzagate as insane these academics only strengthen adherence to the 

theory.  

 This chapter will first offer some brief background on Richard Hofstadter’s theory of the 

paranoid style in order to emphasize the common misinterpretation of conspiracy theorists and 

promoters of Pizzagate as crazy bullshitters with “crippled epistemologies.”107 This 

misinterpretation will be attributed to the failure to analyze the language and rhetoric used on the 

4Chan boards. Then, I will offer an analysis of Richard Hofstadter’s theory of the paranoid style 

to emphasize first the connections between the paranoid style and James’s Pragmatism and 

second the political paranoia of the 4Chan anons who created Pizzagate. Both Hofstadter and 

James focus on the influence of “righteousness” in both truth-making and democracy in general, 

which highlights the paranoid style as a modulation of Pragmatic thought.108 Furthermore, 

analysis of the 4Chan threads about Pizzagate reveals that these anons were not “crazy” but just 

paranoid, and proves that attempts to call this theory “crazy,” as bullshit theorists do, only 

increased confidence in the theory. This chapter aims to analyze the Pizzagate discourse as 

illustrative of the paranoid style, and ultimately argue that the creators of Pizzagate do not have 

“crippled epistemologies,” but “paranoid epistemologies.” The impact of paranoia and 

righteousness on the Pragmatic truth-verification practices of the 4Chan anons subsidizes the 
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argument that Pragmatism offers a more cohesive framework for analyzing the discourse of 

Pizzagate than does Bullshit Theory.  

Dangers of a Misinterpreted Conspiracist     

 The Pizzagate Theory has been referred to as both the result of a fake news scandal and 

as a modern conspiracy theory. However, as explained in the introduction, the term “fake news” 

is often misused to describe “biased” stories rather than ones actually published by fake news 

websites. The term “fake news” denotatively refers to news stories published on “fake” websites 

posing as major news sources, and thus Pizzagate is not fake news—it is a modern political 

conspiracy theory. When correctly conceptualizing Pizzagate as a modern conspiracy theory, it is 

imperative that Richard Hofstadter’s revolutionary work on conspiracy theories from the early 

1960s be utilized for analysis as his work on conspiracy is still extremely influential.  

Hofstadter was the first academic to establish that “extremist political movements and thought 

were important objects of research.”109 His most significant work on conspiracy theories is titled, 

“The Paranoid Style in American Politics,” and was published in Harper’s Magazine in 

November of 1964. This piece is dedicated to outlining and explaining the ideal political 

conditions for the emergence of what Hofstadter terms the “paranoid style.” Hofstadter believes 

that one main reason for the overwhelming number of popular conspiracy theories is that 

“conspiracy does exist.”110 He argues that “legitimate political strategies often require secrecy,” 

and thus these strategies require some degree of conspiracy.111 David Aaronovitch, a modern 
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scholar of conspiracy theories, likewise argues that “the most significant factor in the recent rise 

of conspiracy theories is the existence of real conspiracies;” people believe conspiracy theories 

because they “see a world full of conspiracies.”112 However, Hofstadter argues that the real 

conspiracies in the world oftentimes are just strategic mechanisms “to a properly political end,” 

and do not constitute dangerous consequences in the real world.113 Hofstadter believes that the 

paranoid style of thinking emerges when people begin to believe that any secrecy in the political 

sphere is potentially dangerous conspiracy.114  

 As mentioned previously, there is a common trend in the contemporary world to describe 

individuals who support conspiracy theories as “crazy,” “ridiculous,” or “mentally ill.” However, 

Hofstadter, similar to many modern scholars of conspiracy, argues that discussing the paranoid 

style only in terms of individuals with “profoundly disturbed minds” detracts from the historical 

value of his theory.115 Hofstadter’s paranoid style does not consider “paranoia” in the 

pathological or clinical sense, but rather aims to analyze how “the use of paranoid modes of 

expression by more or less normal people” makes the phenomenon of conspiracy politically and 

culturally relevant.116 In her renowned essay, “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading,” 

critical theorist Eve Sedgwick makes a comparable claim about paranoia—just in regards to 

literary, not political, interpretations. Sedgwick finds paranoid modes of interpretation interesting 

not because the individuals who use them are delusional, wrong, or psychotic, but because she 
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observes that “paranoia knows some things well, and other things poorly.”117 Another scholar, 

Jeffrey Debies-Carl, also makes a related claim about the individuals who created and supported 

Pizzagate. He argues that referring to supporters of Pizzagate and similar theories as mentally ill 

or unintelligent “misdiagnoses conspiracy theorists, many of whom are mentally healthy 

individuals.”118 Debies-Carl believes, regardless of the truth or falsity of Pizzagate, that the most 

important fact about this theory was that it “took root in a wider audience,” as this reveals 

something about the individuals who created the theory and their deepest political fears. 

Hofstadter’s paranoid style is in agreement with both Sedgwick’s theory of paranoid 

interpretation and Debies-Carl’s analysis of Pizzagate, as he also argues that the use of 

pathological terms in describing supporters of conspiracy theories is culturally insignificant and 

potentially perpetuates the conspiracy phenomenon.  

 While Hofstadter and other scholars of conspiracy theories warn against describing 

promoters of these beliefs as “crazy,” many articles that compare Pizzagate and Bullshit Theory 

do precisely this. Bullshit Theory itself does not describe the “bullshitter” as crazy or ridiculous, 

but rather Frankfurt argues that the bullshitter engages in “fakery” or nonsense rather than lying 

or foolishness.119 The bullshitter, in the Frankfurtian picture, is not stupid or unintelligent at all, 

but rather just makes comments that “work” in the moment. Yet, the evidence used in support of 

Pizzagate is still repeatedly referred to in scholarly literature as “ridiculous,” and the individuals 

who believed the theory as “crazy.” Nikhil Mukerji took this argument a step further by 
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suggesting that the “authors” of Pizzagate were operating under a “crippled epistemology.” He 

interprets a crippled epistemology as thinking that “relies on ways of reasoning that are 

significantly biased, fallacious, and irrational.”120 Mukerji believes that the creators of Pizzagate 

were not only bullshitters, but additionally operated under an impaired epistemological system. 

While he does admit that these individuals may have consciously believed they were searching 

for the truth, he argues that their crippled epistemologies suppressed their subconscious disregard 

for truth in favor of finding somewhat relevant evidence for the theory.121 Mukerji’s analysis of 

the Pizzagate creators as demonstrating “crippled epistemologies” furthers his argument that 

their evidence was ridiculous and unbelievable.  

 Mukerji utilizes Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory to portray the creators of Pizzagate as 

implicitly “truth-indifferent.”  Yet, he fails to acknowledge the intense investigative processes 

that occurred on 4Chan and that one man, Edgar Maddison Welch, took violent action against 

Comet Ping Pong just a month after the theory’s creation when he entered Comet Ping Pong with 

an assault rifle on December 4, 2016. There is no mention of 4Chan in Mukerji’s argument 

describing Pizzagate as both bullshit and fake news, yet he still contends that the theory’s 

“authors” were epistemically crippled and “arguably indifferent to the truth.”122 However, many 

of Edgar Maddison Welch’s public statements and personal messages implicate that he really did 

believe Pizzagate. In one recovered text message between Welch and a friend he stated that he 

was, “raiding a pedo ring, possibly sacrificing the lives of a few for the lives of many.”123 While 
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this text does not explicitly state Welch’s belief in Pizzagate, it does suggest that he thought that 

there was some “pedo ring” to be raided at Comet Ping Pong. Welch may not have been involved 

in the creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan, but his fervent belief in this theory serves to prove that he 

was not “truth-indifferent” at all. Furthermore, the classification of Pizzagate as philosophical 

“bullshit” seemingly made many non-believers disregard the theory as “crazy” and 

“ridiculous”—allowing it to escalate into violent action. While Bullshit Theory is quite relevant 

in philosophical circles, the association between Pizzagate and bullshit made in popular media is 

potentially dangerous. Without proper differentiation between philosophical bullshit and actual 

bullshit, it can be assumed that society will interpret this use of “bullshit” in the connotative 

sense. Furthermore, use of non-philosophical terms like “bullshit,” “crippled” and “ridiculous” in 

explaining this theory may inspire in believers of Pizzagate the sort of paranoia Hofstadter 

examines with the paranoid style.   

Hofstadter’s Paranoid Style 

 In November 1964, Richard Hofstadter published a short article in Harper’s Magazine 

titled “The Paranoid Style in American Politics.” While this article focused on the emergence of 

what Hofstadter termed the “paranoid style” during the height of the Cold War, his focus on non-

pathological paranoia allows this theory to be applied to contemporary conspiracies. As 

mentioned previously, Hofstadter’s theory does not evoke a pathological definition of 

“paranoid,” and rather he argues that political paranoia typically manifests in mentally sound 

individuals and groups of people. Hofstadter begins explanation of the “paranoid style” by 

discussing Barry Goldwater’s 1964 presidential campaign and its demonstration of “how much 
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political leverage can be got out of the animosities and passions of a small minority.”124 He 

found that Goldwater’s campaign caused many right-wing groups to gain political influence by 

harnessing the angers and suspicions of conservative Americans. Furthermore, Hofstadter argues 

that this “paranoid style” oftentimes has a “greater affinity for bad causes than good,” but that 

ideas promoted through paranoia must not always be incorrect. However, Hofstadter clarifies 

that ‘style’ is a rhetorical tool that “has more to do with the way in which ideas are believed,” 

than the accuracy of the content being promoted.125 

 In his article, Hofstadter gives a full overview of both of the Free Mason and the Catholic 

Church conspiracies not to highlight the theories themselves, but rather to express the importance 

of the “the apocalyptic and absolutist framework in which this hostility was commonly 

expressed.”126 He focuses on the language, rhetoric, and dissemination rituals used in the 

promotion of both conspiracy theories in order to create an applicable theory for similar 

instances of political paranoia. Spokesmen for the paranoid style do not only refer to these 

potential threats as “bad,” but rather as “abominable” and “apocalyptic,” and Hofstadter quotes 

one anti-Masonry supporter as saying that the Free Masons was “not only the most abominable 

but also most dangerous institution that ever was imposed on man…it may truly be said to be 

HELL’S MASTER PIECE.”127 Furthermore, many victims of the paranoid style argue that the 

elites working against them target the most vulnerable aspects of society “which cannot be 

defended by our ships, our forts, or our armies.”128 Ultimately, those acting within the paranoid 
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style view the “hostile and conspiratorial world” as directed specifically against their nation, 

culture, and “way of life whose fate affects not only [themselves] alone but millions of 

others.”129  

 Hofstadter outlines many personal and historical causes for the emergence of the 

paranoid style, specifically the rise of mass society and the über-coherence of the paranoid 

style’s world-view.130 He argues that the “paranoid style’s mentality is far more coherent than 

the real world,” as it leaves no leeway for mistakes, failures, ambiguities, or missteps in the 

political actions of others.131 Thus, to someone who engages with the paranoid style any error, 

oversight, or attempt to disprove their theory only causes more suspicion and acts as a “clue” that 

they are close to uncovering the real truth. Furthermore, the paranoid style acts as a “militant 

leader” who does not see compromise as a solution, as “what is at stake is always absolute good 

and absolute evil.”132 Hofstadter also cites the rise of “mass society,” “commodified mass 

culture,” and the rise of “mass communication,” as causes for the paranoid style. However, he 

notes that the rise of “mass society” is not a new phenomenon and has led to instances of the 

paranoid style on a smaller scale in past historical eras, specifically noting the post-depression 

populist movement. The rise of mass communicative methods is what Hofstadter believes caused 

the paranoid style to gain so much traction during the 1964 election, as he argues that 

Goldwater’s campaign commodified politics and made it into a mode of entertainment.133 The 
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transformation of politics from information to entertainment, Hofstadter argues, made the 

political sphere into “an arena in which private emotions and personal problems can be readily 

projected,” as this causes individuals to feel directly involved in the failures or successes of their 

desired candidates.134 When politics becomes entertainment, politics becomes unprecedentedly 

emotional.  

 One particularly interesting aspect of the paranoid style is the tendency of the style’s 

victim to view their “enemy” as a “projection of the self.”135 Hofstadter argues that oftentimes, 

the paranoid style will attribute both the “ideal and the unacceptable aspects of the self” to the 

very group of people who are committing whatever ‘evil’ they perceive to be occurring. 

Oftentimes this enemy is described as a “sinister, ubiquitous, powerful, cruel…cosmopolitan 

intellectual,” but the paranoid style endeavors to “outdo” this enemy with scholarship and 

theory.136 In the perspective of the paranoid style, the evils inflicted upon the nation are the 

“direct consequences of someone’s will” who is believed to hold “some especially effective 

source of power; he controls the press; he has unlimited funds.”137 The paranoid style does not 

view any decisive historical or political event as an accident, but rather as the direct result of 

some corrupt individual’s actions.138 The targeted “enemy” of the paranoid style is perceived to 

behold the immoral qualities that the paranoid style fears herself to have, and thus she promotes 

conspiracy to positions herself in direct opposition to this political opponent. The paranoid style 
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is wary of her own powerlessness, and thus blames this quality of herself on the ultimate “other,” 

the powerful, intelligent and nefarious elite, and attempts to oust them for the “misery” they 

produce.   

 The final quality of the paranoid style that Hofstadter focuses on is the “quality of its 

pedantry:” the paranoid style employs acute attention to detail that is not otherwise focused on in 

the political sphere.139 He argues that there is an impressive contrast within the texts promoted by 

the paranoid style between their “fantasied conclusions” and their “touching concern for 

factuality.”140 The paranoid style embarks on a “heroic” search for evidence to prove their 

theories, but often much of the evidence collected relies on minute details that only correlate 

with their opinions and moral commitments, not reality. Eve Sedgwick similarly argues that 

paranoid theories are often “tautological.” Sedgwick describes a tautological theory as one that 

“can’t help or can’t stop or can’t do anything other than prove the very same assumptions with 

which it began.”141 Thus, regardless of the paranoid style’s “touching concern for factuality,” 

their heroic effort to find evidence and truth will result in “fantasied conclusions” that prove the 

very assumptions with which their theory began—even if they are incorrect. Hofstadter argues 

that a main difference between the “evidence” collected by promoters of the paranoid style and 

evidence used by non-paranoid individuals is that “it seems less a means of entering into normal 

political controversy than a means of warding off the profane intrusions of the…political 
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world.”142 Thus, the evidence used by the paranoid style is morally skewed, and its goal is to 

protect and verify the cherished beliefs and convictions of its promoters.  

Ultimately, Hofstadter argues that the situation most conducive to the spread of the 

paranoid style is one in which groups of like-minded individuals are exposed to a “confrontation 

of opposed interests” that they feel are entirely irreconcilable with their own.143 Furthermore, he 

states that the power of the paranoid style increases in situations in which representatives of a 

particular social interest, in the case of Pizzagate it is largely assumed to be alt-right middle class 

Americans, feel they are completely shut out of the political process and their demands are not 

being addressed. Hofstadter argues that his explanation of the paranoid style is not only 

applicable to the political atmosphere surrounding Goldwater’s 1964 campaign and the Cold War 

tensions propagated by McCarthyism, but that his focus on a non-pathological paranoia allows 

this theory to be historically relevant in many other past and potentially future political situations 

in the United States.  

Pragmatism and Paranoia: The American Way 

Richard Hofstadter is not a pragmatic philosopher but rather an American historian, yet 

his theory of the paranoid style is reminiscent of William James’s Pragmatic truth-verification 

methods. Furthermore, the school of American Pragmatism has extremely strong connections to 

the structure of American democracy and is thus inseparable from historical theories about 

American politics. James T. Kloppenberg, an American historian focused specifically on the 

school of Pragmatism and its connections with American Culture, published a monumental essay 

in 2007 discussing the influences of Pragmatism in the 100 years since James first published his 
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philosophy. Kloppenberg, similarly to Hofstadter, states Barry Goldwater’s 1964 campaign as a 

point in history at which a “doctrinaire form of recent American conservatism emerged.”144 He 

argues that “dogmas of U.S. righteousness” had begun to dominate the political sphere which led 

to an almost “complete repudiation of evidence-based reasoning and the scientific model of trial 

and error” on a grand scale.145 However, he does believe that James’s Pragmatism has had many 

consequences for and connections with American thought over the past century, and his 

referencing of Goldwater’s 1964 campaign suggests that he found this historical moment to be a 

significant factor in the changing dynamics of the American political system in the same manner 

as Hofstadter.  

 While the originators of American Pragmatism were not present to analyze and assess 

this shift towards righteous dogmatism, scholars of James argue that Pragmatism heavily 

influenced the emergence of righteousness in the political sphere. Deborah Whitehead, another 

historian of Pragmatism, argues that it is the only “originally American” philosophical tradition, 

as its emphasis on the quest for a “small t truth” is rooted in the scientific method, democracy, 

naturalism, and experience.146 This “truth” in the narrow sense seems to be precisely what 

promoters of the paranoid style search for—a truth that is hidden, mysterious, and allegedly 

working against the greater good of American society. Pragmatism’s aim, as clearly highlighted 

by James’s Pragmatic Method, looks towards consequences and facts rather than necessities and 
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principles. Thus, the framework of Pragmatic thought allows for individuals to express altering 

opinions, just as democracy is focused on allowing for freedom of speech, religion, and thought.  

 Pragmatism and the paranoid style also both analyze the relationship between their 

subject and “The Other.” As mentioned previously, Richard Hofstadter argues that victims of the 

paranoid style often project both the ideal and undesirable qualities of themselves onto their 

political enemy. He believes that oftentimes these qualities are forecasted onto the “other” in 

order for the paranoid style to better define themselves in opposition to this enemy. Giles Gunn, 

a modern pragmatist and historian of William James, suggests that a similar phenomenon occurs 

with Pragmatism. James’s Pragmatism admits that “all knowledge is both social and open to 

criticism,” and thus people constantly “test” their beliefs in reference to the opinions of others.147 

Pragmatism allows for differing opinions, but Gunn argues that it also requires individuals to 

“come to terms with the so-called Other.”148 This other, in Gunn’s perspective, is not only 

understood as an opposite of oneself, but also “at the very least, a kind of construct of the 

self…the self’s own imaged alterity.”149 In order to determine one’s own Pragmatic beliefs, one 

must also recognize and consider those beliefs of the “Other,” and determine them as either false 

or true. Both Pragmatists and victims of the paranoid style project themselves onto their 

opposites in order to better understand their own perspective, which further indicates the 

connection between these two inescapably American ideologies. 

Conspiracy theories created through the paranoid style may appear to be quite theoretical, 

but the creators of these new “truths” are attempting to find evidence to support actual things 
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happening in the world around them; they work to find new “truths” that help them better 

understand the dysfunctional and mistake-ridden political world. The paranoid style may have 

been termed as a historical mode of analysis, yet Pragmatism’s inseparability from American 

culture and politics forces this style of thinking to fall in line with Pragmatic theory. The goal of 

both the paranoid style and the Pragmatic Method is to find, verify, and assimilate new “truths” 

that help individuals or groups of like-minded people make sense of the political world. As stated 

by William James, the “‘truth’ of our ideas means their power to ‘work,’” and in the case of the 

paranoid style the ideas that “work” are often skewed or misguided by an infusion of political 

fear.150 The paranoid style experiences something, and through a Pragmatic process forms an 

initial “defensible claim,” analyzes that claim and “heroically” searches for evidence, and 

eventually assimilates this belief into their paranoid system of knowing—just as the 4Chan anons 

on the /pol/ board did with their belief in Pizzagate.151 Thus, the epistemological system of these 

anonymous 4Chan users should not be incorrectly and dangerously labeled as “crippled,” but 

rather as “paranoid.”  

Paranoid Pizza 

 The creation of the Pizzagate conspiracy on 4Chan, and the promotion of the theory in 

the following weeks, demonstrated many of the paranoid style’s rhetorical and argumentative 

methods. As mentioned previously, those who operate within Hofstadter’s paranoid style believe 

that the “evil” and conspiratorial world acts at great lengths to undermine their culture by 

targeting societies’ most vulnerable citizens. Furthermore, those acting in a paranoid style find 

any political misstep or attempt to refute their argument as a signal that they are “close” to the 
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truth, and oftentimes they are members of societal groups who feel their political voice has been 

silenced. The political atmosphere leading up to the 2016 election provided an environment 

extremely conducive to the emergence of Hofstadter’s paranoid style.  

 In the eight years leading up to the 2016 election, the United States was met with 

immense change. The first African American took over the presidency, the economy was 

struggling and the fissure between conservative and liberal amplified.152 The alt-right 

conservative sect grew extremely large, which, in part, was likely due to the fact that this group 

felt their political influence was being suppressed. James Kloppenberg argues that the “brittle 

dogma of U.S. righteousness…threatens to silence dissenting voices,” and this marked a period 

in which the alt-right conservative voice felt silenced, and as a result conservative extremists 

worked “to change public discourse through a concerted campaign of internet trolling.”153 Thus, 

when the 2016 election ultimately came down to two candidates—a female democrat with a 

political background as Secretary of State and First Lady, and a wealthy white male republican 

who lacked political experience—the alt-right conservative sect supported Donald Trump, and 

repeatedly attempted to prove Hillary Clinton’s malevolence. Pizzagate was not the only 

‘paranoid conspiracy,’ or fake news story, created during the election cycle about Hillary 

Clinton’s ‘evil’ intentions, but it’s aftermath proved, and continues to prove, extremely powerful. 

 The creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan seems to have adhered to many aspects of 

Hofstadter’s paranoid style. The theory was built off of the fear that political elites, like the 

Clinton’s and the Democratic National Committee, were somehow involved in child sex-
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trafficking operations that emerged while Clinton was Secretary of State. One theme throughout 

the seventeen 4Chan threads about Pizzagate was the strong assumption that Clinton and Podesta 

were attempting to prey on the United States’ most vulnerable citizens: children. Many of the 

4Chan users discussed Clinton and Podesta’s kidnapping and sexual abuse of children as an 

exertion of their “power.” On the first thread, many users questioned what they called the “pedo 

mindset,” and were curious how anyone could be “attracted to anyone younger than 16?”154 In 

response to this question, multiple users responded using the terms “power” and “elite.” At 17:55 

on November 2, 2016, User ID: MG89xs3i wrote, “the elite fuckers yes it’s a power thing, but 

that extends into pretty much every aspect of their life, not just child fucking. It’s a whole 

mindset in general in their lives.”155 Another user suggested that “these people are aroused by 

being able to sexually overpower small children,” one commiserated by stating that “they go 

children instead [of women], children are much weaker both mentally and physically than an 

adult,” while another user suggested hours later that “any person who preys on the weak should 

fucking rot.”156 Furthermore, User ID: 6qc9oOVg suggested that this pedophilia ring had far 

more “insidious” intentions than just sexually abusing small children, as it was “the perfect black 

mail and initiation tool into more powerful circles. Those within are bound by the silence of their 
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complicity in these heinous crimes.”157 Another user echoed this claim in writing, “these 

powerful people pass around their wives and kids to create powerful social circles. It’s sick and 

the rabbit hole goes deeper than you think it does.”158 Ultimately, many users on this first board 

were in agreement that Hillary Clinton and her trusted advisors were engaged in a child-sex 

trafficking ring in order to assert dominance over small children, and to use these “crimes” as a 

means of blackmailing others into silence. The venomous language used in these posts, and the 

thought process behind them, is reminiscent of Hofstadter’s paranoid style. The anons on 4Chan 

argued that Clinton and Podesta were targeting vulnerable youth in order to gain more power and 

influence, and additionally they believed that these crimes were not only “bad” but “insidious.”  

 Another aspect of the paranoid style exhibited in these posts is the 4Chan anons’ intense 

fear of political elites. Not only are these users suggesting that Clinton and Podesta are preying 

on the weak, but they argue that this is occurring because of their elitism. User ID: 6qc9oOVg 

was not the only anon to claim that the pedophilia ring was a blackmail tactic. On November 3 at 

00:12, User ID: ci1qzqZa responded to another user questioning the validity of the evidence for 

Pizzagate by arguing that “Of course it’s real…we have known the elite were up to this for some 

time now…it’s something all the elite are in on, partially for the purpose of all the elite having 

dirt on all the other elite to ensure compliance to the overall plan.”159 While this user does not 

allude to what this “overall plan” may be, they are seemingly quite convinced that a Clinton-run 

sex-trafficking ring exist for other “elites,” and that it acts as a tool for keeping the other elites 
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quiet about these illicit activities. One of the major aforementioned pieces of “evidence” used in 

support of Pizzagate that suggests elites do not eat pizza also refers to the “elite” status of 

Clinton and her confidants. In response to the claim that “maybe [they are just talking] about 

pizza,” User ID: DETyQxJ1 posted: 

I am a failed academic and all of my friends are profs who studied at establishment feeder 
schools like U of M, Georgetown, and Oxford. They do not eat pizza. Pizza is available at 
almost every single student event and they do not touch it. Furthermore they are the 
snobbiest class-conscious climbers ever (but subtle and fake-liberal about it) and 
dropping in on your old profs after establishing yourself always requires showing off. 
You show off with a bottle of Laphroaig and a dress-up steakhouse with deliberately 
dimmed lights, not a cardboard box of the local cheesy flatbread.160 
 

This user suggests, from his or her own personal experience, that he or she knows that elites like 

Clinton and Podesta do not eat pizza, nor would they ever suggest eating pizza at an event with 

potential campaign donors. This user also clarifies his claim by stating that, “Pizza is really 

weird here—ivy academics who graduate to government…should be eating patrician steak or 

waspy seafood. Old people generally do not eat pizza.”161 Many anons began to believe this 

claim by agreeing that “old people” and “ivy elites” do not eat pizza, and some suggested that it 

was quite bizarre that Podesta and other Clinton advisors often referred to themselves as “eating 

pizza” in emails. One anon quoted an email chain between Jake Sullivan, a senior policy advisor 

to Clinton, and Clinton in which he mentions he is “giving a talk at [Yale] Law School…and 

eating some pizza,” and argued that it was quite strange for Sullivan to divulge the contents of 

his lunch to Clinton in an email.162 This was not the only instance in which the use of “pizza” in 
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the leaked emails was called into question, as the anons felt that constant reference to “pizza” 

could not be innocent and was in fact code for “sex with children.” While this may seem like an 

unsubstantiated leap, this quick connection between “pizza” and “pedophilia” or “child porn” is 

evocative of the paranoid style. Those operating under the paranoid style view anything 

seemingly out of the ordinary or ambiguous as suspicious, and thus references to “pizza” in 

emails between Clinton and her advisors was automatically assumed to have alternative 

meaning.   

Two of the users mentioned above, ID: ci1qzqZa and ID: DETyQxJ, also exemplified 

another trend that occurred often on the 4Chan threads: infuriated response to any user 

questioning the validity of their evidence. At 2:21 AM EST on Thursday, November 3 user ID: 

st83dGuD posted a list of claims attempting to debunk seven of the main pieces of evidence 

already verified by many of the anons. This user argued that the evidence for a sex-trafficking 

ring at Comet Ping Pong was “far-fetched,” as “to think they could get away with that while 

continuing to run a pizza joint operation for regular people and families . . . doesn’t make any 

sense at all.”163 This user also attempted to discredit two other major suspicions about the leaked 

Podesta emails. First, this user stated that “John Podesta is actually a gourmet chef,” in order to 

explain that it was not suspicious that he received many emails with “sexual innuendos to 

food.”164 Second, this user wrote that Tony Podesta has a “huge outdoor pizza oven” and was 

“just trying to get money to help Hillary,” to disprove the theory that the pizza parties at his 
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home were “pedophile parties.”165 However, user ID: st83dGuD’s claims were only met with 

apprehension, as other anons responded with comments like, “Thanks for the spam it only proves 

we are on the right track. You sick pedos are going down,” and “DAMAGE CONTROL.”166 

User ID: YE5pIW+k similarly suggested that “this seems like a wild goose chase. Do people 

outside of 4Chan even use Cheese Pizza to refer to CP? And why would they call it CP if they’re 

talking about actual kids and not porn?”167 However, this user’s quite valid comment was almost 

entirely ignored, with only one user responding: “thanks for your concern.”168 Any attempt to 

disprove the evidence supporting Pizzagate on the 4Chan threads was met with intense 

skepticism, which is illustrative of Hofstadter’s belief that individuals and groups engaging in the 

paranoid style have an understanding of the world that is “more coherent” than reality. The 

4Chan anons who believed Pizzagate considered any post questioning the legitimacy of their 

claims not as a sincere attempt to call the theory into question, but rather as further proof that 

they were “on the right track.” The “non-believers” were understood as involved in the 

conspiracy itself, and any disagreement on their behalf or misstep on behalf of Clinton caused 

more suspicion about the sex-trafficking ring.  

Additionally, Hofstadter argued that those engaging in the paranoid style believed they 

were tasked with outing “definitive evils” with apocalyptic stakes. This manifests on the 4Chan 
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threads with the claim that Hillary Clinton and those involved in the alleged child-sex ring were 

cannibals. While many of the posts about cannibalism were not supported by evidence found in 

the leaked emails, the use of the terms “evil,” “workers of the devil,” and “Satanists” in 

describing Clinton and her campaign team are still significant.169 These terms are quite 

reminiscent of the paranoid expressions used by the Anti-Masonry groups and the Anti-Catholics 

that Hofstadter highlights in his article. The 4Chan anons seemed to believe that they were 

working to oust definitively evil forces that were manipulating the most vulnerable members of 

society, and thus the truth-verification processes that they engaged in while proving Pizzagate 

seem to be demonstrative of Hofstadter’s paranoid style.  

Overall, the investigative processes that occurred on 4Chan replicate the type of “heroic” 

search for evidence that Hofstadter describes as emblematic of the paranoid style. The users on 

4Chan positioned themselves in direct opposition to the definitively “evil” actions of Hillary 

Clinton and John Podesta, and constantly reminded one another how “important” and “serious” 

this theory would be if proven true. The anons continually encouraged one another to “keep 

digging” in order to “nail [those] sick fucks,” as both of these phrases can be found at least once 

on every single thread about Pizzagate. User ID:giy/oDYb emphasized the magnitude of the 

investigation when writing, “I think we’re really onto something evil. (((They))) are here and it 

would seem that they’re trying their damnedest to dissuade us. This is serious you guys, we 

really have something here. Keep doing gods work, save the children.”170 This user reminded 

other anons that he or she believed their efforts were finally coming to fruition. In writing that 
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“(((They))) are here,” this user suggests that those involved in the child sex-trafficking operation 

were posting on the very same 4Chan threads in attempts to “dissuade” other users, but he or she 

reassures his fellow anons that they are doing “gods work.” User ID: nnDJ4bL7 also reminds the 

other anons that they must “keep digging,” as they write “we can not let these sick fucks get a 

hold in the White House. . . . We need to have as much solid/potentially damning evidence as we 

can work with. . . . PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE.”171 This user warns others about the potential 

dangers of Clinton becoming president, and encourages the anons to make connections and find 

more “damning” evidence. These constant calls to investigate indicate that the anonymous 

4Chan users felt they would be ‘heroes’ if their theory was proven and accepted as truth. This 

“heroic,” yet tautological, investigative process is extremely similar to what Hofstadter suggests 

occurred with the Free Masons, and the fact that the conclusions made by the anons proved their 

initial suspicions confirms that the creation process of Pizzagate is an example of the paranoid 

interpretation described by Sedgwick earlier in this chapter.  

As discussed in chapter one, the users on the Pizzagate 4Chan threads engaged in a 

Pragmatic truth-verification process, but it is clear that the evidence used to support their theory 

was skewed by the paranoid style. Hofstadter argues that “a little fear (legitimate or otherwise) . . 

. [is] defensible within political discourse,” but that a more significant infusion of paranoia “does 

not simply alter the framework of the paranoid explanation; it also shapes the evidence that 

would be poured into such a framework.”172 In the case of Pizzagate, it seems that the substantial 

“infusion” of paranoia in the minds of the 4Chan anons not only altered the framework of the 
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theory, but also influenced the evidence used to prove this theory. As discussed throughout the 

last three chapters, much of the evidence used to promote Pizzagate was essentially “real.” The 

use of the term “real” refers to the fact that the leaked emails, tweets, and images used as 

evidence for Pizzagate did actually exist before the creation of the theory. The 4Chan users did 

not “fake the context” of their claims as a Frankfurtian bullshitter does, but rather the 

connections between these real emails and a child-sex trafficking ring were distorted due to an 

infusion of paranoia.  

The epistemological perspective of the 4Chan anons is not “crippled,” as suggested by 

Nikil Mukerji, but rather it can be better understood as “paranoid.” The 4Chan anons were not 

“faking their claims” and “faking the context” of these claims as Bullshit Theory suggests, nor 

were these anonymous individuals acting in a “pathologically” unstable or impaired manner. 

Rather, 4Chan acted as a mode through which its users could Pragmatically promote and 

collectively verify theories and claims that helped to alleviate their political paranoia. The anons 

believed that the claims they were making, the evidence they were collecting, and the theories 

they were promoting were all righteous. Any attempt to debunk their claims resulted in a greater 

infusion of paranoia, any misstep on behalf of Clinton or Podesta resulted in further suspicion, 

and eventually this fear led to violent action taken by Edgar Maddison Welch on December 4, 

2016 at Comet Ping Pong. Delineating Pizzagate as “bullshit” only made it more dangerous to 

non-believers, as public disregard for the theory made the paranoid individuals who trusted it 

believe they were “on the right track.” Thus, the common analysis of Pizzagate as an instance of 

pure and utter “bullshit” not only served to undermine the Pragmatic truth-verification methods 

utilized on 4Chan, but also pushed the theory to the forefront of American media—making 

Pizzagate a powerful, and dangerous, rhetorical and political tool. 
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CONCLUSION 

Stop Fighting Pragmatism with Pragmatism  
 

 This thesis has aimed to demonstrate through close analysis of 4Chan threads and 

philosophical theories that Pragmatism offers a better philosophical framework than Harry 

Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory through which to analyze the creation of Pizzagate, and more 

generally of collectively-formed political conspiracy theories. As discussed in the introduction, 

an era of post-truth has recently overtaken the United States. Bruce McComiskey argues that this 

implies that in the current political discourse of the United States, “facts, realities, and truths 

become overrated and disappear from the epistemological continuum.”173 In the post-truth era, 

individuals do not consider any belief to have either inherent verity or falsity because there is no 

longer any notion of universal truth or well-reasoned opinion. Post-truth, in many ways, is 

informed by post-modernism, which is a late 20th century philosophy based on a general 

skepticism about “objective natural reality” and universal truths.174 Post-modernists view 

objective reality and truth as socially constructed, rather than as existing independently of human 

beings. However, one significant difference between post-modernism and post-truth is that the 

former historically appealed to liberals, while the latter is promoted by conservatives. Yet, 

philosopher Lee McIntyre’s recent book, titled Post-Truth, suggests that this term is neither 

conservative nor liberal, but rather the current discourse surrounding “truth” is a “fusion, 

whereby largely left-wing relativists and postmodernist attacks on the idea of truth from decades 

ago have now simply been co-opted by right-wing political operatives.”175 Post-truth is, 
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therefore, a new term for describing the intensification of an “attack” on truth that has occurred 

for decades. However, post-truth is accompanied by a dogmatic adherence to belief, and thus 

“true” and “false” cease to be universal properties of theories but are rather qualities allotted to 

ideas that people either respectively desire to be true or find inconvenient.  

 The creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan is reminiscent of this post-truth phenomenon, as is 

the definition of “truth” and the truth-verification method described by William James in 

Pragmatism. As demonstrated in the previous chapters, William James argues that “truth” is just 

a fluid quality that an idea gains through the collective truth verification process, rather than an 

inherent aspect of any idea or theory. Additionally, he claims that oftentimes when an individual 

or group is faced with two contradictory beliefs, they will almost always choose to believe 

whichever idea is more easily incorporated into their previously held system of beliefs, opinions, 

and desires. As there are no universal “truths” on which to base our process of truth-verification 

in the post-truth climate, all “new” ideas that we verify as true will be based upon what we desire 

and hope to be true, rather than what is true in actuality. McIntyre argues that if promoters of 

post-truth feel their beliefs are threatened by an “inconvenient fact,” they will find it preferable 

to challenge the “truth” of that fact.176 This is extremely similar to James’s belief that “a new 

opinion counts as ‘true’ just in proportion as it gratifies the individual’s desire to assimilate the 

novel in [her] experience to [her] beliefs in stock.”177 Thus, a fact that cannot be easily 

assimilated into one’s “stock” of beliefs should not be considered “truth,” as it is inconvenient. 

William James’s theories are anticipatory of post-truth, as he claimed that “purely objective truth 
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. . . is nowhere to be found.”178 Conversely, Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory seems quite 

incompatible with this phenomenon of post-truth. If a bullshitter must be indifferent to the truth 

of her claims then it is assumed that there must be some universal truth to which she is 

indifferent. In the post-truth world, there are no inherently true “facts” to which people can be 

indifferent, and thus, philosophical bullshit fails to accurately explain how individuals bullshit in 

a post-truth environment.  

 This thesis has pointed to three specific concepts related to Pragmatism that identify this 

framework as superior to Bullshit Theory in analyzing Pizzagate: William James’s Pragmatic 

Method of truth-verification, Pragmatism as indicative of collective memory creation and the 

influence of moral-emotional terms on social contagion, and the paranoid style as a prototype of 

Pragmatic theory. The post-truth era seems to be extremely conducive to both moral-emotional 

social contagion and the paranoid style, as both theories consider how and why such extremely 

polarized political content goes “viral,” or gets verified as subjective truth among specific social 

groups. Additionally, both Hofstadter and William Brady suggest that negative emotional terms 

have a more powerful effect on the dissemination of an idea than positive ones. The promoters of 

the paranoid style only become more suspicious in light of any criticism, and Brady’s study 

showed that political messages with negative attitudes about the opposing political party had 

higher engagement rates.179 Ultimately, this is analogous to Jeffrey Debies-Carl’s argument that 

the use of negative terms in describing political conspiracy theorists only hinders analysis of 

these theories and causes them to be ignored in wider discourse. Bullshit Theory, by its very 

namesake, associates a negative and often ridiculed term with the proponents of conspiracy 
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theories like Pizzagate—causing more suspicion, anger, and the likelihood of action being taken. 

Thus, Pragmatism emerges as a more cohesive philosophical framework through which to 

understand paranoid and collectively created fake news stories and modern conspiracy theories. 

If Pragmatism does indeed offer a more proper framework for analyzing the 

psychological and collective processes behind the creation of theories like Pizzagate as this 

thesis argues, then the manner in which the American public currently attempts to combat the 

pervasiveness of fake news is unsuitable. In Post-Truth: How Bullshit Conquered the World, 

James Ball’s final two chapters focus on how to prevent fake news from pervading social media, 

newspapers, the internet, and television. He believes that in many ways news outlets are at fault 

due to their lack of preventative measures against fake news. He argues that many outlets 

assume, “that the reader is on the side of fighting bullshit, rather than spreading it,” which he 

finds to be untrue in the post-truth climate.180 As mentioned previously, bullshit fake news is 

alluring to those individuals who agree with its content. Ball suggests that news outlets should 

assume that readers rather are not inclined to fight bullshit, but rather to believe any story on a 

news outlet that they find reliable. Additionally, he focuses on the importance of spreading and 

teaching “fact checking practices.”181 Many school districts and institutions of higher education 

have begun to incorporate classes and workshops on fact checking for students. “Fact-Checking” 

and truth have become major topics in academic circles, and many scholars debate over which 

“fact-checking” methods are most accurate and precise. Additionally many news outlets, 

including The New York Times, The Huffington Post, The Washington Post, Fox News, and the 

Wall Street Journal, among others, have published countless articles offering fact-checking 
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methods and “tricks” for readers. However, what promoters of “fact-checking” fail to consider is 

that in the post-truth era there are no “facts” to check. While this era may be one filled with 

“bullshit,” it’s also one that lacks universal facts. Furthermore, this bullshit is not just bullshit; it 

is bullshit that, to take from William James, “fits…and adapts our life to the reality’s whole 

setting.”182 As shown throughout this thesis, individuals and like-minded groups of people will 

always choose to believe whichever new theory “suits their purpose” or correlates with their 

previously held beliefs when faced with a decision between two contradictory ideas. Thus, fact-

checking practices are irrelevant for two reasons. First, individuals are not inclined, as argued by 

James Ball, to fight the “bullshit” content proposed in news stories, and second if there are no 

actual “facts” in the post-truth world then fact-checking mechanisms cause people to “check” or 

verify biased opinions presented as “facts” with other biased opinions branded as “true.”  

 The bullshit of the post-truth era is not just indifference to the truth, or “phony”, or 

“fakery,” but rather it is created and promoted through Pragmatic truth-verification methods that 

arm it with political agency. Trump is called a bullshitter by liberals, but any liberal candidate is 

called a bullshitter by conservatives. It makes sense, pragmatically. There’s no simple reason 

why the 4Chan users wouldn’t create Pizzagate when they did, as it gained immense popularity 

and defamed the candidate they despised, Hillary Clinton, days before the election. The 

Pizzagate theory “worked” for the 4Chan anons: it corresponded with their previously held 

beliefs about corrupt liberal elites and that “CP” means both “cheese pizza” and “child porn,” 

and it shed a negative light on their political opponent at a pivotal time in the 2016 presidential 

race. The content of their evidence was, admittedly, bullshit, but their theory served a political 
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purpose, was created Pragmatically and led to continued violent action against the individuals 

they aimed to defame. This does not seem to be the “type” of bullshit that Frankfurt envisioned 

with his theory. It’s too dangerous, too collective, too purposeful, and too polarized. 

Furthermore, “fact-checking” did not solve Pizzagate nor did it make the theory disappear, and 

this, in part, is due to the 4Chan anon’s use of the Pragmatic Method in collecting evidence for 

their theory. “Fact-Checking” practices are seemingly just simplified outlines of the Pragmatic 

Method itself, potentially due to Pragmatism’s undeniable connection to American culture, 

thinking, and democracy.  

 Deborah Whitehead, a preeminent scholar of American Pragmatism, finds Pragmatism to 

be a philosophy uniquely capable of illuminating distinctly American trends, and is an analytical 

tool that helps “[explain] America to itself at critical moments in U.S. history.”183 The 

emergence of the post-truth era seems to be one of these critical moments. William James’s 

theories offer much advice about the quest for truth, but they also attempt to teach individuals 

how to cultivate “respect for those with whom one disagrees” and to understand how one’s rivals 

experience reality.184 James Kloppenberg, a contemporary of Whitehead, argues that that this 

advice from James can “grow even fainter in the escalating shrillness of political debate.”185 

While Kloppenberg was writing in the pre-post-truth era, the intensification of uncompromising 

partisan debate that we currently experience in the post-truth era seems reminiscent of the sort of 

political debate to which he eludes. Kloppenberg argues that the conservative “re-assertion of 

unchanging truths” that began with Barry Goldwater’s 1964 campaign marked an almost utter 
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rejection of pragmatism in the denotative sense. However, it seems that the recent intensification 

of partisan disagreement represents a resurgence of Pragmatic ideas of truth in theory, but not in 

name. While the notion of “unchanging truths” is definitively anti-pragmatic, the post-truth era 

marks a period in which individuals on both sides of the aisle are asserting their own 

“unchanging truths” that correlate with their political goals and beliefs. Thus, fake news, 

misinformation, and conspiracy theories are being constantly created by both liberals and 

conservatives.   

Online ‘fact-checkers’ are subliminally utilizing Pragmatic truth-verification methods in 

order to combat this rise in fake news. However, they are pitting Pragmatism against 

pragmatism, which seemingly results in a greater abundance of fake news and conspiracy. 

Conservatives will use fact-checking mechanisms offered by conservative news outlets, while 

democrats will follow the “tricks” promoted by liberal sources. Fact-checking only results in 

individuals “checking” the facts that do not correlate with their political beliefs, as William 

James argues that people do not require “face-to-face” verification for new ideas that can be 

easily assimilated into one’s belief system.186 Thus, individuals on both sides of the political 

spectrum believe “truths” from contrasting fake news stories and conspiracy theories because 

these ideas help to “make sense” of their desired realities. The consequence of this is that two or 

more contrasting “truths” exist at once. Fact-checking, as it exists in America today, is not 

solving the fake news problem—it only intensifies it.  

 Pizzagate is a quintessential example of this. Alt-right conservatives believed and 

promoted Pizzagate because it brought “truth” to their belief that Hillary Clinton is “crooked,” 

but at the same time liberals and moderates found the theory ridiculous and labeled it as 
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“bullshit.” 4Chan users did not “check” the pieces of evidence they utilized in the creation of the 

theory because they created the evidence themselves through an investigative, Pragmatic truth 

verification process. It could be argued that the ultimate goal of Pizzagate was to smear Hillary 

Clinton before the 2016 election in order to promote Donald Trump’s campaign and not to prove 

that Clinton truly is a pedophile. However, after Trump won the election and this first goal was 

achieved the theory still led to the violent actions of Edgar Maddison Welch. Furthermore, 

Welch’s failed attempt to “raid” the nonexistent pedophilia ring at Comet Ping Pong entirely 

disproved the Pizzagate theory—yet it still remained relevant. On January 23, 2019, Ryan Rimas 

Jaselskis attempted arson at Comet Ping Pong presumably in connection with the Pizzagate 

theory.187 Over two years after Welch’s attack on Comet Ping Pong disproved Pizzagate 

Jaselskis still believed the theory to have some truth-value. In this instance, fact-checking was 

irrelevant to both men, as they had already solidified Pizzagate as “truth.” Thus, the attempt to 

fight the Pragmatic truth-verification process that occurred in the creation of Pizzagate with the 

Pragmatic Method of fact-checking proved unsuccessful.  

 Ultimately, Pragmatism is a superior method for philosophically analyzing the Pizzagate 

discourse than is Frankfurt’s Bullshit Theory. The Pragmatic Method is a successful analytical 

tool with which to evaluate how and why collectively created political conspiracies form and 

become socially contagious. However, the political effects that accompany the Pragmatic ethos 

are potentially harmful. As stated earlier, Pragmatism is a philosophy quite capable of 

illuminating distinctly American political and social trends, but the existence of concurrent 

contrasting narratives and truths is a trend made possible by Pragmatic epistemology. Richard 
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Rorty, an inheritor of James’s philosophy, suggests a major shortcoming of James’s conception 

of truth in his book The Consequences of Pragmatism. He discusses what he terms “the 

philosophy of truth about fictions,” and argues that James’s truth-verification method paints truth 

as “warranted assertability” rather than “correspondence to reality.”188 The 4Chan anons felt 

“warranted” in “asserting” that the Pizzagate theory was true due to the results of their 

investigative processes. However, this investigative process, and the resulting evidence, was 

distorted by paranoia and fear of liberal elites. In criticizing James’s understanding of truth as 

“warranted assertability,” Rorty highlights the potential dangers of James’s philosophy. Rorty 

argues that Pragmatic epistemology finds no difference between what “ought to be” and “what 

is,” and this seems illustrative of how Americans conflate notions of “fact” and “belief” in the 

post-truth era.189 Again, Americans in the post-truth era are not ignorant of, nor indifferent to, 

nor unconcerned with the truth, but rather they only consider political “truths” to be ideas that 

correspond with their political beliefs. The content of fake news and political conspiracy theories 

may be bullshit, but neither are created or promoted through the framework of Frankfurt’s 

Bullshit Theory. The creation of Pizzagate on 4Chan is demonstrative of William James’s 

Pragmatic truth-verification method, but the fact that the same consequences accompany both 

James’s epistemology and the phenomenon of post-truth show that Pragmatism may have a more 

significant connection to American political epistemology than traditionally thought.  
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APPENDIX  
 

APPENDIX I  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

This is the first photograph found in the leaked John Podesta emails that was used as “evidence” 
for Pizzagate. This photograph instigated the first “idea” about the existence of a Clinton and 
Podesta-linked child sex-trafficking ring that led to the creation of the Pizzagate theory. It was 
originally thought to be portraying “wares” (i.e. women for trafficking) to Clinton’s high-level 
staff, but it was later revealed that it is actually of Laura Link, Euna Lee, and Hana Lee, Euna 
Lee’s daughter, two journalists after they were released from captivity in North Korea during 
Bill Clinton’s Presidency.190 
 
 
 

                                                
190 Anonymous, ID: qymNxRx3, /pol/: “PODESTA IS A FUCKING PEDO,” 4Chan, November 2, 2016 17:17, Post 
No. 95752720.  


